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PREFACE
: ; , .1, 

ft } ■» : " ; : . ■ "" 'The problem discussed in this paper developed as a re
sult of the excavation of a pithouse village in ForastdalW 
Valley, Fort Apache Indian Reservation, Arizona by Dr. Emi% 
W. Haury of the University of Arizona, in the summer of 1939 
The pottery complex at this village consisted of polished ' 
brown, red, and smudged types. It was the "first time that 
smudged pottery had been found in sufficient quantities 
in an early horizon to indicate indigenous manufacture.
It was decided that the origin of the technique should be 
located, the spread of its use in the Southwest in space 
and time ascertained, and the significance, if any, of the 
practice of smudging bowl interiors determined.

Many of the ideas incorporated in this paper were 
developed during group discussion at Forestdale.

I am indebted to Dr. Emil W. Haury for the use of the 
material obtained by the summer’s work and for his con-  ̂

stant advice and many suggestions without which this work 
could not have been completed.

I wish to than Dr. Harold S. Colton of the Museum of 
Northern Arizona for permission to study and use their 
type sherd collection, survey collections, and excavated 
material . :: - ' ' '

And finally, I wish to thank the faculty and my fellow 
students for many helpful suggestions. ........
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INTRODUCTION1

Throughout the pottery-making prehistory of the 
Southwest and even in modern times, certain pottery, types 
have been made which are distinctive because they all have 
one feature in common, a well polished black surface. The 
surface was not covered with black paint,:rather, the paste 
of the vessel was impregnated with carbon during the baking
of the vessel. This was done by smothering the fire;in.such
*• *«► - - ....... - • • - ■ - ■ ... . - ... ■ — ■ * * > . 1 . ' ' . . .

a way that either the whole vessel or merely the interior 
was smudged. This special control of the fire probably 
developed when some potter accidentally smothered his fire 
and liked the result well enough to do it purposely there-, 
af^er, . - : . '• ■ •_  ̂ : .-i * v:: i-’ .

For many years, it has been thought that almost all of 
these smudged pottery types in the Southwest might be re
lated because of apparent similarities in paste and surface 
finish. There has been until recently practically no evi
dence with which their relationship could be proved, for 
there were a great many gaps in the prehistory, of the South
west, There was even less evidence for the location of. the,. 
origin for the technique. Recently sites have been, discovered 
by survey, and some have been excavated in the Petrified 
Forest and White Mountain regions, vflaich, have revealed much 
concerning the origin. Some, though by no.means all, of the

1, Specific reference to the ideas included in this intro
duction will appear in the footnotes of succeeding 
chapters«
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gaps in the developmental, history .have_ been filled; many of 
those not yet filled can Vbe, postulated from our. present.

knowledge. . • , v;.,.,: y ,;.v:4 ^ .
In the Southwest, the smudging .technique.. ■-was known to 

only one cultural, group before ; 700,A.p. # the .White Mountain 
branch of the Mogollon - Root • The type which they made was 
traded far and wide and 1 ater was.imitated-by other peoples 
both of related and unrelated cultural areas. Though, , , ; - 
smudged types were never dominant, they,were widespread.
Some were distinctive for the time, and place, in which they 
were made and can,- therefore, be used as ,indicators of 
influence and trade as rwell as time . , • - ■ . ■ . _

As there is much argument at present•about the Mogollon 
Cultural Root, I will,define my use o f •the.term. nMogollon” , 
at present, is a term used to designate,.the culture of the 
pe ople who lived. in the mountainous area, extending from . 
northwestern Arizona to southwestern New Mexico,and also in 
northern Chihuahua• The mountain belt is known as the 
Mogollon Rim, so the name was simply transferred to the 
culture which at one time existed there. Neither the cul
ture as a whole; nor. its various branches have been completely 
defined. Several traits now recognized as part of the 
Mogollon cultural pattern are: oxidized-pottery, crushed- 
rock or fine sand temper ̂ -red slipped surfaces, smudged ;

- . - - . -• . • *- . - --S , >-»' • • . * - • • .

surfaces, polishing, texturing, painted red-on-brown;simple
- *• • w ‘ * -- # .. .. - • - - — - ■ - - - - • » - . . . . .

line decoration, polishing over the decoration, notched awls.



trough metatea, deep circular pithousea with lateral 
entrancea, deep earth ovena, atone cooking, and innumerable 
other traits in atone, bone, shell, and clay, and house 
features. There is a feeling prevalent among those who 
have worked in the field that the economy was about equa^ : ^
in dependence upon hunting and agriculture,

In speaking of Mogolioh,': therefore> only culture isv 
meant, Mogollon people are Mogollon merelyras long as they 
are bearers of Mogollon culture, No racial or linguistic 
affinities to or differences from other culture groups are 
implied. Nothing is known about either;at present; not 
enough skeletal material has been excavated and language 
of prehistoric peoples, unless written, is simply unknown,
, - After about 900 or 1000-A,D,V varying for different 
parts -of the mountains, there is no such thing as a true. 
Mogollon Culture, All branches have become so'overlain and
dominated by the culture of their northern neighbors, the

• . ^ -+ ■ - - - - - - * — - - » - ■ - • • * -

Anasazi, that only a small percentage of Mogollon traits v : , 
remain. But while the various regions can be considered 
after 1000 A.D, at the latest, as branches of the Anasazi, 
the fact that the roots are in a Mogollon tradition must 
not be overlooked.

The purpose of this paper is to show that the technique 
of smudging pottery originally belonged to a branch of one 
stem of the Mogollon Culture and was one of the few traits 
which continued to be practiced after the cultural dominance 
of the Anasazi, Also, its purpose is to show the spread of
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the technique throughout that stem of the Mogollon Cul
ture and to other cultures,

While the history of the use of the smudging technique 
is written as a development si series, it must be born in- 
mind always that except for the region of the White Mountains 
and the San Francisco Peaks only the high points are known 
and no transitional material has been described. ■ Even in 
the two regions excepted, there are many points vfaich1 are' r 
still unknown. In the San Francisco Peaks, Petrified 
Forest, and White Mountain regions, intensive surveys have 
been made by the Museum of Northern Ar 1 zona/ rthe -;-.Uhiver.sIt-y ‘.of- 
Arizona and Laboratory of Anthropology. It was through a 
study of the material obtained on the first two surveys and 
a report on the'last mentioned, that the developmental - 
sequences for those regions have been-determined. Pottery 
has been studied from other regions of the Southwest both' 
from the available literature and actual study of the types 
in order to complete the history of the use of the technique. 
When more- intensive- surveys are made and sites are excavated, 
a great deal Of this will probably be changed. J •



TECHNIQUES OF SMUDGING

There is no actual archaeological evidence of the 
methods employed by the Southwestern prehistoric peoples 
to produce pottery with a carbon deposit on the surface.
Some facts of firing can be deduced from the results which 
they obtained. For instance, the color of the vessel in
dicates whether it was fired in an oxidizing or a reducing 
atmosphere if the presence or absence of iron is also 
taken into account, A c l  ay containing, iron, fired in an

„ ; " ■ ■ , - ' : ; : ’• : " V ' V - ' : . f' :-
oxidizing atmosphere becomes some shade of buff, brown, 
or red. One fired in a reducing atmosphere, vhether it 
contains iron or not, becomes grey or white.

Black pottery -can !»• produced by several methods: by 
action of smoke, by reducing a ferric oxide (red anhydrous 
form) slip or paste to magnetite (black ferrous oxide), by 
coating the vessel with an.organic substance which is 
carbonized in the firing process, by the presence of car
bonaceous matter in the clay, or by rubbing the vessel with 
graphite (the method used in the region around the Aegean 
Sea about 2000 B.C.), By far the most common and the least 
complicated is the first method mentioned,

o «zTests have been made on both Southwestern and Egyptian 
wares to ascertain how the black color was obtained. The 
first four methods were used in Egypt but the first pre-

i; Colton, H, S 0, 1939> pp. 224-231 
2i Hawley, F; M., 1930j p. 500-502 
3, Lucas, A , , 1929, pp, 113-129



dominated; in the,Southwest, smudging seems to have 
been used exclusively, . . r

A description of the tests made by Hawley . on 
some Southwestern smudged types and the.results he 
obtained are; as follows:

"With a steel scraper, 0.6 gm. of 
fine s crapings was ..removed from about .15 . . "
square inches of the inner surface ' of the bowl'. 
The scraping penetrated less than 0.01 of an 

' inch. The material' was pulverized still ' 
finer and, 0.5. gm.. put in a platinum dish . 
with ah excess of H d  and HgFgCHF). This ' ; ' 
mixture will dissolve any ordinary constituent 
of pottery,'including iron,"but does not 

... dissolve carbon . . . ,. . 1.3#- carbon, was 
found. This is not very much’, but since* 
it exists in the interstices of the clay, 
not as a surface coating, is extremely 
light, and has.a remarkably high covering 
power, it seems to be sufficient to account 
for all the black color.

"Before making this determination, 
a piece of pottery was slowly heated* to see 
if any fumes or smoke would come off, 
which would indicate that there might be 
volatile carbonaceous matter present/' such 
as grease, oil vegetal extracts, etc., 1
that might vitiate the assay.for carbon.
None was seen. ' ' ’

1. Hawley, F . G*., chemist for the International 
Smelting Co.; Miami, Arizona ' . ' ....



"The filtrate for the'carboh"deter-, 
mination was run for iron and 4,4^ was found. 
This is about a normal amount for ah impure" 
clay that burns to a creamy buff color . li • • 
a lot of small pieces' showing'little or ho 
black color was-taken; ground, arid tested for 
iron. 4.5^ was found, indicating that no 
more'iron oxide was present in the black
surface than in the 
wall e"̂ -

interior paste of the
- : ': ■. -■ ;

Hawley mentions several other, tests, all of which 
gave the same; result: that iron (FegO^) did not affect
the color of: the vessel, but that" it_ was obtained by 
a carbon deposit in.the surface clay of the vessel. 
Sometimes the carbon penetrated half or three-quarters 
of the way: into the core of the vessel.

When a: sherd of smudged ware is_ pi aced in an 
oxidizing flame,_ thef color, changes from black to a 
creamy buff as: the carbon is burnt cmpletely 
out^. ■ .■ : \

For descriptions of the process of smoking 
pottery we must turn to ethnological sources. The 
most complete description of the firing methods of 
Southwestern Indians is found in Guthe1s Pueblo 
Pottery Making. The description of smudging is as 
follows:

i; Hawley, F. M.," 1930, pp. 500-502
2. Experiment made by Frederick H; Scantling under 

the direction of Emil W. Haury, July 1939



"The red slip, as was said above, 
serves to cover the surfaces of undecorated red- 
ware . " It is always polished v/ith-the rubbing 
stone after application. When given special 
firing it turns to a lustrous black and so 
produces polished black ware. This slip is a 
saturated solution;in water of the.red clay" 
just"gs it was obtained from the clay pits • •

"Vessels destined to be polished 
black ware are; treated in quite . a : different 
manner during the" during stage , for they- are 
to be subjected to a smothered f ire, which 
will result in the deposition of carbon,. - 
thus turing them from red to black. The 
oven is bullt'in the same way,"but greater 
care.is taken to fill the gaps, so that more 
of the; he at may" be retained. Enough spaces 
remain^ however, to permit free circulation 
of air. More kindling is used, for a hotter 
fire is necessary. When the fire has ' 
reached;the stage at which;other wares are 
removed, it is-smothered/with new,:pulverized, 
1 obse manure, ;Just before the smothering 
thervessels have -the dark choc61 ate-.color 
typical of red;wares; while hot» The potter 
always attempts to smother the entire oven 
at once by dumping upon lit a whole wash- 
tubful; of fine loose manure, If there is 
a wind, flame's - are apt to break out in one 
or two places. They are, however, 
hurriedly extinguished.' When: the;loose * 
manure is added, the arch- of the,oven is, 
of coursej broken, and both cakes and 
loose manure come in contact with the 
v e s s e l s F o r  this reason the potter does

1.- Gut he, C . E», 1925, p, 59 ----



’’not exercise particular car©; in building the 
oven to'keep the cakes from touching the 

. vessels, as they are .to..be entirely black - 
in the end and a little premature smoking 
does no"> harm. % After the manure has been 
added, the mound is continually prodded 
with a poker to redistribute the loose 
manure and make certain that all the 
pieces are equally covered. Ah e xtra .. 
supply of loose manure is at hand, and 

" tills is added in large and small quantities 
from time to time, as occasion demands.
Two washtubsful are generally used, some* . .
times three „ The mound of manure gives 
off a dense white smoke after the smother- .....
ing has begun. Great care is taken to 
prevent flames from; appearing, since - ■
these would remove the carbon from the 
vessel. . .- . ■ , : / •• • , ...

"Ten or fifteen minutes after 
;. the smothering the first piece is dug out 

of the mound with the poker. It is 
placed a. foot or two from the oven and, ... 
hastily wiped with a dry cloth to remove 
all manure. The surface of the vessel 
is a beautiful shiny'black color,'which 

; - ; does - not change on cooling . . .  •....
At first the vessels come from the 
smoking mound slowly, and all" holes 
left in the pile by the removal of'

: - vessels are careftilly filled again, but 
later they are taken out as quickly as 

: possible, and toward the end no attempt
is made to keep the pieces still in the 

• pile thoroughly covered. If, when a . 
vessel is removed, its condition does 
not suit the potter', it is replaced in 
the smoking manure and completely 
covered."1 . -. ...

1. Guthe, C . E ., 1925, pp. 74-75



Other descriptions of smudging methods b y . : 
modern peoples give essentially the same method with 
perhaps a more or less elaborate oven or different 
fuels. . -: : ' -I; -
. A very elaborate oven is used in the Oaxacan .

village of Coyotepec which specializes in.polished
1 ' black pottery . The kiln is; a deep cylindrical pit

lined with stone and connected: with another pit by a
tunnel through -which the fire is fed. It is filled
to ground level with the vessels to be fired, then-
covered over with sherds. ■ The fire of oak in the
tunnel underneath the pottery is carefully watched
and not allowed to flare Up or to burn unevenly,
and the smoke;drifting upward throughout the -
baking process causes the vessels to turn black.

2Oak bark is the fuel used by the Catawbas of the 
Southern Appalachian Highlands, They invert the 
vessel to be fired over a pile of bark, then cover it with 
more bark. The fuel is fired and allowed to burn freely 
for about an hour, when the vessel is removed. The 
bark under the interior of the bowl was shut off 
from a full supply of oxygen and could not burst into * 2

i; Van der Velde, P. fmd'H. R., 1939, pp. 32-34
2. Meyer , W. '1928, ' p. 522 • — ......  —

Holmes, W. H., 1903, pp. 53-54



flames: it . carbonizes and smokes. -Tims the carbon 
is driven into the paste of the vessel’s .interior, ;;v; 
while;-the exterior is oxidized and burns, to a grey 
er, mottled red. The rim remains black since it 
was partially;buried in the fuel, , Iff the Catawbas • 
v/ish to- make a completely black bowl- or black clay • 
pipe, • they..cover it with fuel, invert- a large un-,
fired vessel or a large sherd over the whole, ...
cover that, with fuel.and fire it as:before., . . ■,

; The Cherokeesf, .neighbors of - the Catawbas, place 
a vessel vhich is to be .blackened-on the, interior - 
over a jbit filled with ground corncobs which are 
carbonizing rather, than flaming• ;-They-make an _ • . 
inferior black ware. byfilling the vessel with 
pulverized corncobs and by f iring-it right side .. 
u p :with a sherd or some other cover over the mouth 
so that the meal carbonizes, and bl ackens the in- - - 
terior, while the. exterior, including- the rim, is ; 
oxidized,; _

The Navajos, achieve a black color for their
pottery by applying pitch to the- exterior after the.

'' 2 *firing;is ccmpleted but while the jar is still hot . 
Besides making it black, the pitch leaves a gummy 
coating over the surface .... .... ... " " .... ..... 2

11 Myer,'W."E., 1928, p. 522; Holmes, W, H , , 1903, p
2. Sapir, E,,'1930, pp'.'575-576 

Hill, W. W,, 1937, p. 17



Judging by the - results obtained by the methods 
described- above ' and the resxilts: obtained by the pre-. ^ :
historic'Southwestern potters, there- were probably two ' 
methods of smudging vtiich were used in the pre-Spanish 
Southwest , Apparently the most common method was to 
place a vessel upside down over a pile of fuel" and to ; 
cover it with more fuel,- It would give a black interior = 
and riin, and a grey to red-brown mottled exterior. The 
earliest known smudged pottery of: the-Southwest xvas 
evidently fired by this method for'it has a grey-brown 
exterior with a black rim and interiori J ^

To produce a more even red exterior it would be nec
essary to ;buiid the oven of ̂ fuel; in such a way that 'it : v 
wbuld^ hot tbucii the pottery. Today the Pueblo Indians 
carefully build an hrch of corrugated tin' and dung cakes * 
so 'that it does not touch the unf ired ve ssels bene ath. : 
This is 'done when they are' to be:-colors1 other than- black^. 
As the vessel was inverted over a small pile of organic 
fuely, the rim would undoubtedly be slightly buried in it 
and thus be blackened as was the interior,  ̂ '
- S The second smudging method is:hot apparent until a 
much 1 ater time when" types 'appear which lack the black rim. 
It is believed that they were fired with the mouth up, and

1, Guthe, C. E., 1925, pp, 70-72



that the interior was filled with some organic fuel ' ; ?
either during or at the end of the - process, This organic 
fuel"-carbonized- and blackened the interior while the ex- 
terior was " oxidized- to a bright red^. - e -. ; ; . .

. Another way to achieve the same-effect: would be to 
place the bowl, over a pit. filled with carbonizing fuel, 
as the Cherokees did. This could be done after the firing 
was completed but while the vessel was still hot*

Only one type of smudged pottery in the Southwest was 
fired in a reducing atmopshere (see page 49), Potters of 
north-central Arizona who normally made a grey to white 
ware were experimenting in an attempt to Imitate the 
polished black ware made by their southern neighbors. The 
same paste with large quartz sand temper which was used 
for their pottery was used in these experiments. The ex
terior was not polished and had a grey to white surface, 
while the interior was poorly polished and had a black 
surface. The rim was black also. It was evidently fired 
in the type of oven which shut out oxygen as was the 
regular ware, but the bowls were inverted over some 
organic fuel in order to blacken the interiors. This 
imitation did not gain popularity and passed out of 
exigence as soon as it appeared,
i Fuel available in the Southwest which would create
: - i’i.; • j.: I - ' -

1, Haury, E. W., 1934, p. 221



the necessary smoke included pine, oak, corncobs, leaves, 
or other green wood, and more recently, sheep and cow dung#

The time necessary to produce a deep black surface 
varies from about 10 to 20 minutes, as observed by Guthe4,
and Lucas , The time depends upon the density of the smoke 
and the heat of the vessel. Dependent upon the time, the 
smoke, and the heat would be the depth to which the carbon
penetrated into the paste of a vesseld

, V̂v- i .:
. ..

.1 .'I . :

■/i li

1 ’, 'Guthe > C ; E V, 1925, * p . 75
2. Lucas, A., 1929, pp. 113-129
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'• WCM/D DISTRIBUTION 
of

THE SMUDGING TECHNIQUE
:̂V r . V  r/. I u ; • ■; v-. .. 'V:  ̂' '

The tochnique of smudging Is not a trait peculiar to 
the Southwest, It has been found in many places in both

* *• r •.;* ». • r . - , - - •• ■ . . . ̂ r~,' -";— ■ ^
the eastern and western hemispheres, A few of them are; 
Neolithic and Bronze Age villages of Egypt, the Near East
and Europe, prehistoric and historic sites in southern

Tvr l:-.;; l : - .. LVf-:,' " '.,. ' '
United States, Mexico, Central America and South America,
and in many present day primitive villages *

Wherever black pottery occurs, the associated complex 
practically si ways includes a polished red type, Through- 
out the western hemisphere, in the earlier phases, it 
frequently includes a polished red-on-brown type having

t--,
simple geometric decoration. Black pottery does not ' 
necessitate the use of a polished red-slipped type for 
carbon impregnation anymore than smudging necessitates

•o
polishing, but this particular group of traits is con
tinually being found together. Polishing may be explained 
aesthetically, for, vshile a black unpolished shape is
.... . *.. . W  ....... . - - ........ - ' "  ̂ r’ * * ........  - • ' ' , *

drab and uninteresting, the same shape polished, is often
very attractive. No such explanation, however, can be
made for the association of red and black or of red,
black, and red-bri-brown."-- --- .. . . - ̂  - ------

In.the. old world, smudged pottery is first present in
the earliest agricultural horizons, of the Nile, the- V ' . 'Mesopotamian, and the Indus valleys.



The Taaians, apre-Badarian people of middle Egypt,
made;pottery with a grey to red exterior and a hlack
interior vtiich was technically the prototype of the

1 \ ‘ / \ _ ... .
later. Black Topped ware / These grey and- red "vessels "
were often •decorated with paint-filled' incised lines’.
The same type was made at the pre-Badarian'Fayum- settle
ments in northern Egypt2 . : ■ l*- ■; : ; ’ v i

o: ADuring,the Badarian" Period, a thlh^ bur hi shed, red 
exterior/ blaok interior pottery known as Black Topped
Warerwas{-made3 ; This ware arid its - prototype seem to r
- ■ - - * • ...— . . . . . . . .  . . . „ ..  ~ .. • - .. . .

have been fired with the-mouth downward so that the 
interior of the vessel was protected from oxidation and * 
exposed to smoke:while the exterior was oxidized. Since 
the rim of the vessel was buried shallowly in the fuel, 
it too was blackened. This blackened rim is the feature 
from which the name of the ware was derived. : The same 
ware continues into Predynastlc times,- but it ' is very 
inferior to that of the Badarian Period^. .> As the Pre- 
dynastic- Period probably began about 5000 B.G. and as - ’ - ■
smudged pottery"was being made in the two preceding ' > 
periods, the technique had an extremely ancient' origin'- % 
in the old world. ,■ -- ; -

1 v Childe, VV.G., 1 9 3 4 p . 53 
2V ibid./ pV 56 A ’ ; i V '
3. ibid., p. 67
4. ibid., pp. 77, 86 '

> -



Smudged ware appears in the Mesopotamian Valley- as
an Intrusive type in the Proto-Sumerian Civilization,' 
pre-500Q B.Ce'*' The local pottery of this culture is a 
piAiin, drab pink.- The intrusive polished, black.interior.
red exterior pottery seems to have been wheel made, as 
was the Badarian pottery of Egypt. This same black ware 
was also intrusive in the earliest known pottery horizons ' 
of Assyria, ̂ Turkestan • and Mohenjo Bar o'2. The lowest: .
pottery levels ..of the first two areas mentioned a re-
comparable in age with the Proto-Sumerian, butdue to the 
high water table of. the. Indus Valley,; excavations are not 
possible below a horizon which is dated 3250 B.C.. .After
the first intriislon of smudged.ware, the technique was 
adopted by the lodal potters of these areas * <
-- In the Anatolian region of Asia Minor, black and red 
ware is the earliest known pottery4 > and it is-thought 
that the technique originated here and then spread ;; 
throughout the Near East before 5000 B . C a n d  into Mohenjo 
Bar6 by = 3250 B.C . ■ if ; n6t e arlier .r In "later periods ,- about
2000 B.C., the black ware of the Near East was made by 
reducing iron oxide, or by rubbing the vessel with graphite 
rather than causing carbon to be deposited in the pasted*

i;2.
3;
■4;
5.

ibid., pp. 
Marshall, "i 
Childe/ V. 
Chil de , V .

pp. 146-148 
259,-279, 2T4' 
I, p. 103-104 
pp. 280; 1927, 
P. 53

P« 53



Besides spreading south and east front Anatolia, : 
smudged ware spread, west and north. In Greece, a thin 
polished black ware and a red ware were made before c: 'x 
2600 B.C. in a Meolithic Age^, and in the Early -Helladic 
Period., immediately: following, #ilch is' dated 2600 to
1900:B . C c - "  xx  ̂ - '-xxh ' r-i

Smudged pottery occurs: in-the oldest Meolithic horizon 
of central Europe, that is, Danube I of the loror EBnube""" 
Valley^.- it' is a thin pb11ery with a 'neutral gray to " 
brown exterior .- During-the Danube II'Period of"the 
Neolithic, 2500 to 2200 B.C., the Danubians moved west
ward- and coldnized the Rhine.Valley and spread out into '•»
the other valleys - of Central Europe^.: This smudging - 
techinque, along with many-other traits, was probably * 
first brought to the Danube by traders from the Aegean.

As Neolithic culture spread- throughout western Europe
, . - • » * . + . ~m .. » » . • » • #

andvthe British Isles, smudged pottery spread with it.
The ware was thin and hard .with a burnished gxay to black 
surface, occasionally having simple incised decoration 
upon the exterior* 5 . l, x - x  : i J .
vr: While shapes, decoration styles, and: colors changed, 
and painted pottery was -introduced, smudged ware continued 
into, the Chalcolithic, the Bronze, and the early Iron Ages

i; chiiĉ  ,v; -g.-
ibid;,p. 74 

P'
• jr. J- #2; ibid;> .p; v* ,.. - .

3; ibld;> p; 172 •: x > ; .
4; ibid;> p .M 76-•181
5. ibid., pp. 183, 246-248, 255, 259, 261, 268



of Europe’*', Ah orange-red; ware was associated vd.th.the;.;
black In most areas# r f - ; . :

* In the centr al Europe an Br onze Age,.the people produced
black pottery by .rubbing it with grephite ae did the

2peoples centering about the Aegean Sea This is merely 
another Instance of the great influence which the Eastern 
Mediterranean had .upon Europe^ - . . - :
- Smudged ware continued to be made in Europe long1 after 

it ceased being made in the more;.advanced civilizations
of the Mediterrane ah. It.was madeiin India for an e ven

3 •longer time” , v" ' v :; > rr . r* r . u 1;
Further E a s t i n  Neolithic sites contemporaneous with 

the Danube II: period of centra. Europe, polished black 
and.polished i;red; pottery, was made in Indo-China, China, .

4 ;;and Japan • • ;; -V":;/ r r : . - : . .
At present it is made in Africa by the Gold Coast .a:; 

Negroes and the Sudanese  ̂ "
w - The smudging techniqueit is seen, had a wide dis

tribution at very early times in the old: world. The: -
process had an early origin in one: area in the Near East, 
and. from. there was traded widely and then imitated by - 
other peoples, a situation analogous to that which took 
place on a smaller scale in the southwestern culture:area 1 * * * 5

1. Childe, V.,G.; 1930,;pp. i39-145, 149, 181, 204, 220.
* Clelland,'H.F-., 1927, pp. 233, 288 

2; Childe; V. G:; 1930; p. 204 :
3; Childe, 7. 0;,*1934,^pi 279' '
4; Liang;'Si-Y.; 1930,'-pp. 8-9, 61 

Nolsoq, "#^ c:;:^927, pp:_i7i-201
5. Lucas, A., 1929, pp. 113-129



of the new world. While the technique had this extremely 
early origin, it has been employed hy one people or* 
another almost continuously to the present day.

On the:American continents, the polished black and red 
complex belongs to cultures which seem to be basic to all- 
of the: great developments. It is found first in what : 
have been termed:the archaic horizons; dating in many'* 
places probably"to:the first centuries of the Christian ; 
Era'*'. The-word "archaic" is -used to denote a culture = 
which contains a sedentary' agricultural life; a more or 
less organized ccmmunity and5 religion, and the beginnings 
of arts such as pottery and weaving. It has no time- 
connotation; archaic culture has existed' side'by side with 

. more advanced!culture' for centuriesy• b u t ;the higher cultures 
are based in early archaic horizons1 2 .
. ]The earliest archaic centers were probably in Peru- and 

the Central: #ierican hlghlands*' .These centers must have 
been in:existence for sane time before!the - beginning of 
the Christian Era. At Its beginning, culture in north
western South America was practically out of the archaic 
level and additional centers had:developsd in Mexico and 
the Southwest.! While many local specializations appear : 
within each area and- between areas, a; generalized cultural

1. spinden9 H ;:Ji>!1913 > pp. 227^229; 1922, pp. 59-65 
: Gladwln> -H. ,S.,!1937, pi' 20.! Vailltotb, G.Ci, 1935, pp. 290-293

2. Thompson, J. E., 1936, pp. 14-17



pattern can be traced in practically all manifestations
of the archaic, stages of the new world, even in regions
which: never advanced beyond it^e v ' : - v.

The pottery was similiar throughout in, having the
group, of traits mentioned above, namely,:smudging, polish-

2ing, incised decoration , and also occasionally-painted
-t. . . , • • - - -. * ̂  > . . - - - * . , * ,

red-on-brown or cream with simple geometric decoration.
Other.simillarlties.are .found in the'agricultural products
corni-beans, pumpkins: or squash and cotton; in figurines
with coffee-bean eyes, turbaned headdresses and concave
backs; in the carving of shell ,-bone, and - stone; and in
weaving techniques. At later dates.there are manyssimi-
liarlties in more advanced techniques which are &>ubtless

5the results-of later :trade: and cultxiral. contacts ; for 
example, metallurgical techniques, mosaics, feathered-; - , 
serpent representations, special jar shapes, and design 
elements * Likenesses in mythology and religion^ which 
are . seen;:in the 1 ater periods were probably due to the 
basis: relationship, of the cultures, although: some were 
obviously the results of; late contacts^ - r: r - i 

r?.As people progressed:into 1 more' advanced.cultural 
stages, paintedCpottery diverged greatly from : the earlier 
types . Innumerable bichromes and. polychromes developed * * 3 * 5

i; Spinden, H. J;, 1 9 2 2 / pp. 59-65
2; Vaillantt, G.,'1935, ,pp« 290^295
3. Thompson^ J. E;, 1936, pp. 15-16
4; Lothrop, S. K., 1926,-:pi 413
5. Thcaapbbn, J . E., 1936, pp. 16-17



with both realistic and conventionalized life forms and. 
intricate geometric designs. Red and black wares 
seemingly did -not diverge:as much -as the- painted wares, 
chiefly because the medium was more limited and.because 
differences ̂ are less obvious:in monochrome wares. . .
- South-from Mexico; decoration on smudged 'pottery ; ; 

consisted of. modeling in; the; full round, and in relief, 
engraving, incising, and filling incisions with white 
paint. Modeling1in-the-round is-best.exemplified by 
the portrait jars:and effigy vessels-of the Chimu Cul
ture on; the Peruvian coast. While these are predomin
antly red and white in the early period, a few black- 
portrait rjars and effigies do occur1 . . in the Late Chimu 
Period, black ware was predominant: human-portraiture > 
had practically disappeared while animal, bird, and plant 
effigies,, and double jars, were prevalent^. There was 
some incised decoration in both periods on the plain 
vessels and on black spindle whorls,
v  ■ Immediately south: of the Chimu. region, black smoked 
ware and red ware were the two predominant types in the 
early periods of the i&ncon culture5 and in the late .. 
periods of the Cahete^, Chincha and lea® Valleys. - The, 
Ancon ware had only incised decoration; the late wares 
: ." ' • ; "• ' . .. _............

li Thompson, j , E . , 1936, p. 23
2. ibid. : ■ -: ;
3i Strong, D., 1925, p. 157
4. Eroeber, A. V.; 1937, p. 245 :
5. Kroeber, A. V., Strong, D., 1925, p. 108



of- the more southerly valleys seem to have lacked • 
decoration, • -; - - ' ' ' ' •

V/hile black ware was never quite: as popular south 
of the areas already.discussed; it was traded: into, and 
made in minor quantities in many localities, It was 
made in the Diaguite.area of Northern Argentina about 
1000 to 1200 B.C,, and, locally, at an undated time in

othe I, a Oandalarian are a of Argentina . . :
The Chimu Culture Area proper extended as far north . 

as the present northern-boundary of Peru. Black ware 
occurs more heavily in all .periods of the more northern

*Zvalleys than it does in the southern. The influence 
which worked northward from these valleys was tremendous•
: ’ Black-ware .continues in great popularity into north
western Columbia^ where it and its associated red ware 
are predominant • Well modeled" effigy forms' in black 
ware occur in Costa Rica and- Nicaragua®, but black Is 
not the predominant ware that it was further south.
The general pottery complex here is more closely allied 
to Mexican and Mayan than to South’American®. Other 
decorative features in the Nicaraguan region are low 
relief, applied elements, incised and paint filled designs^. * * * 4 * * 7

„i; Thomps on't J • E .>-1936, - p ; 8 0 , . . .  —
2; Ryden, S., 1936, pp. 152, 153, 156
3; Bennett, W.'C., 1939,'pp. 148-149
4. Mason, J . A.;,'1939, p. 286 ' • _ : 1
5; Dot hr op, S . "K., 1926, p. 235 -{' t
6; Joyce , T. Av, '1916, pp. 44; 61, 134 •
7, Lot hr op, S. K., 1926, pp. 410-412,



Red ware is similar to the black in every respect save 
color e v The pottery complex here continued. from the . 
prehistoric into the historic period; Ovieda^ and : 
CastarSeda^ refer to a lustrous black ware made in the 
are a' of.'the Nicoya'Peninsula* r- . ; . : . A r  ; ; :

" Polished black and red wares occur in most of the 
early Mayan sites in the Guatemalan region3 > and also . 
at the later Yucatecan sites, but the black is never : ;
very abundant. : This - black ware is ah exception to all
the blackware of the rest of the western hemisphere in r

• • - - . . . .  . .

that it was a slipped rather than a smudged black4 *
From.the literature, however / which ̂ describes it as 
having a mottled reddish-brown to black slipped exterior 
in the earlier phases,'it seems possible that it. was 
slippe d : and then, smudge d , but th at - the jfire was smothere d 
long enough to .blacken the slip only and not the paste 
of the vessels* This is merely a possibility; chemical 
analys is woul d be necessary to as cert ain whe t he r the slip 
was blackened by-carbon or-by reduction of iron* The 
Mayan B1 ack ..Ware was de corated by incis ing or punching 
designs on the vessel’s surface,
• *  ̂ ■. i. •• *■ • - - •c - . • * • f ► • i •
... In practically all of the early horizons which have
A  ;; ' . -. " 1 ? ' ' • " " ...

been-excavated .in the. valley of Mexico, black ware is

i; Ovleda y-Valdez,'G.-Fii 1815, lib xlii, cap'xil 
2; CastaRedai F: de, 1529, in Peralta, 1883, p. 54 
3 * Ricketson, 0* G * and E * B •, 1939, pp* 238—239, 249—251 
’ 259-260,- 280-281 ' " * " " • • •

4. Thompson, J* E*, 1939, pp* 92, 120, 132, 149



present in considerable quantities . Decoration*in the 
early periods consisted first of incising .simple land
later, more complicated, designs on the surface and

o ’filling them with white or red paint occasionally :e
Red-brown ware predominates in these early sites along

3with, varieties .of red-on-cream and .white-on-red i ' Later
Toltec ■ sitea. have ' a smudged ware 'which' is either plain
or engraved, and which is associated’wi th- a similiar : red

4ware and numerous . painted wares t Mexican Archaic and 
Toltec sites outside of the Valley proper have- similiarg
pottery complexes » r- . - i :_ ; -r ■

In northern Mexico, black pottery, as well as a 
p olished: red .ware, was made in Sinaioa6Dur.ango^and : in

o'the Chihuahuan Gasas Grandes culture . While the * - - * r 
northern ChihUBhian -culture is generally-placed with the 
Southwest rather than Mexico in culture area classi'f- •'; 
ications, the shapes rand the decoration of the smudged 
pottery and spindle whorls.. are more closely related to 
Mexican than to Southwestern f o r m s ® , :

i; Vail 1 ant 'f Gi C.> 1935 a> p. 225; 1935, op. 297 
2; Vaillant, G . C ., 1935 a, pp. 223-227 '
3; ibid.,; 1935 a, p*. 219
.4; Tozzer, A .,-1921/ pV-47 - V : . -
5; vaillant,-G. C.> 1935, p. 297 
6 1  Kelly, I., 1938, p; 27 '-' : '  ̂ i:
7; Mason, J. A.; 1937, p. 130 '
8; Sayles, E; B;> 1936; pp. 31, 43 .
9. Carey, H., 1931, pp. 341-345



In the Southwest smudged pottery is present in-one 
region or another from about 600 orJ700 A eDe until the 
present timei Much; was undecorated; some lacked and 
some had: â  red slip. - The decoration that was used, 
however, was totally different from that used elsewhere 
in the new world* Decoration was limited to corrugation. 
The coils were left unobliterated on the exterior of: the 
vessel, .or; sometimes- they were indented with the ,finger
nail or a sharp instrument either in patterns or all. 
over * Occasionally, after the vessel was fired, simple 
geometric designs were painted in viiite. over the corru
gations e . : V ; , :

The Mississippi Valley and the Southeastern United 
States were related to Mexico and South America in that 
the people incised, stamped^ and.modeled their black 
and red wares,.; The- area in which the black and red wares 
are: found extends from Florida along the Gulf of Mexico 
to Louisana and Arkansas, as far north as Cape Hatteras
and southwestern Virginia, across through northern

1Indiana to Iowa and Nebraska , Different types of
• v ■ " —  ■ - .. . - ..

decoration predominate from^one,area to the next.and 
the percentages of black, red, and painted wares change, 
but all.are present to some degree in a majority of the 
sites * Painted red-on-cream.pottery is found in the 
highest percentages in the southwestern portion of the 1

1. Holmes, W.' H., 1903, pp. 22, .145



X - oarea ; stamped wares predominate in the southeast ;
incised, grooved," and other types of texturing are the 
major decorative styles in other parts of the area* 
Besides pottery, clay pipes'are black or red and have 
modeled.or Incised decoration," Black arid red wares' are 
found1at one isolated village in Wisconsin called Azatlari 
This site is closely related iri;all features to the Lower 
Mississippi Culture but is far north of that area and is 
in the midst of a woodland-like "pattern which has rough 
grey Incised pottery^ Time" elements are asf yet unknown" 
in the eastern areas of the United States and cultural 
developments have riot been worked out as they" have been 
elsewhere. - f ';' -- 7 • • -■ : - - vv" : -

‘ • Polish©d black and pollshed"red wares were being - - 
mader in most "of the areas'"discussed" above when the 1 
Europearis-first came to these continents, They are 
still "made today in some -areas, as in the Southwest arid 
Oaxaca* 2 3 4 , where pottery traditions have been continuous 
and European influence riot too strong. This is a ' 
general' survey of- the area in the new world which prac
tised intensive agriculture. It discloses general 
similiaritles in pottery, at least in the technique of 
smudging throughout this areae It is not «ari attempt'to 
show relationships as different time horizons are

i; Holmes, W.'H., 1903, p. 86 ; * ' "  "
2. He ye, G . G .:' Hodge, F .' W ., Pepper, G. H., 1918, p. 55 
' Holmes^ W. H -  1903i p.*133;

3. Barret , S . A . , 1933, pp. 298-342 •
4. Tan dey VeldQ, ;P . arid-H. CR., 1939, pp.- 32, 41



represented in different regions and not enough is. 
known^about any one of them to postulate its affinities 
to others. ' ' r-.-Ji. v-.."- . T:./ : ; ^ ^ ■ :• vli. .
- : 'The two principal theories of the origin of pottery
making agricultural, civilization in the-western hemisphere 
should be mentioned here. The most widely accepted is: 
that man crossed the Bering Straits .’in s everai migrations 
bringing-with him only the barest beginnings of culture. 
After his arrivEd. arid spread;over both continents, he }. 
began to discover!and:invent the things which formed the 
basis of- his culture v he rev: Agriculture was first .dls** 
covered either • in the Eastern Lowlands of South America"*" 
or in the highlands of south or central Jbnerlca "viiere 
most of the other inventions and discoveries are. thought 
At present to have developed,:: These highland areas were 
the earliest archaic and the most advanced centers of 
culture in the new world. From these centers, a gener
alized pattern spread over western South America and 
the southern part of North America, Some few elements
spread even further and penetrated almost all parts of 

2the new world ,
The second theory is that during one of the migrational 

waves, prdbably between 1500 and 500 B.C,, groups which 
crossed the Bering Straits had. already acquired acknowledge * 2

li Thompson; J, E,; 1936; pp. 13-14
2, Thompson, J, E., 1936, p, 7-10 

Lothrop, S , J,, 1926, p* 416
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of agriculture, the rudiments of pottery, weaving, 
metallurgy, and many other traits which are found in 
the -early archaic cultures. These groups moved souths 
ward relatively quickly■ vmtil they -reached favorable . i, 
^climateso Seme settled in the Mississippi Valley, others
in the Southwest, and the rest spread through Mexico,

. - ■ - . ' * . * * - '• - -- - , *- ‘ - - -. — , .  ̂ • • . , . . .. -

Central America, and western-South America. The people
already in these lands, who had .crossed the Bering Straits
many c enturies earlier, intermarried with and were pushed
.into less desirable lands by the newcomers. For various
reasons, the people who settled in: Central/America and.
northwestern South America advanced culturally more - ,
quickly than did those who had settled elsewhere: so ..
again, the more advanced developments in agriculture,:
religion and handicrafts spread or diffused both north

1and south from these,.centers*. . .. ..... .
♦ z *   * * • ‘ * • ' - . v.«». • ■ * - -# k .... y . 1

'■ *• _ f- •. - +■ '•*. . 1 r *• r _

hrh '
l - ; r I T

. n '
> :;

1. ;Gladwinp 1937/ pp. 126-130



SUMMARY OF SOUTHWESTERN CULTURE AREAS V

The area in North America composed of New Mexico, 
Arizona, southwestern Colorado, southern Utah, south
eastern California, and northern Chihuahua is known as the 
Southwest,

-t -

Within the Southwest are several cultural divisions 
roughly following the topography of the area. The northern 
part consists of mesas and canyons carved mainly in sand
stone and varying in elevation from a few thousand to six 
or seven thousand feet above sea level. The central part 
consists of a series of mountain ranges extending from the 
southeast to the northwest and known as the Mogollon Rim.
The southern gart is desert, broad valleys, and low moun- 
tains. The elevation of the valleys is.' from one to several 
thousand feet above sea level.

The three cultures which roughly follow this division- : ;- - V :  '• ,
T ■ - \ .. • ► * — - - r.-- - r •• ‘ • • . •- *-■ .. . ■*

are the northern or Anasazi, the central or Mogollon1 and the 
southern or Hohokam, Recently a fourth culture, the Patayan , 
has been tentatively recognized in the western part of the 
Southwest, western Arizona north of the Bill Williams River, 

The Anasazi, which centers in northeastern Arizona, north
western New Mexico, southeastern Colorado and southwestern 1 2

1. Gladwin, H. S. & W., 1934, used the tera.first to assig
nat e a* parti cul ar branch' o f the * Caddo" Root . Lately, 
the term'Mogollon has been used as the root name in place

I .. of Caddo, "since Caddb'has so many.connotations.
2. Colton, E. S., 1939 a* : :, ~



Utah, was, the first area. In which a great; deal of work was 
"done. For one reason, the ruins were more spectacular. ' 
Culture, sequences were known and time horizons postulated 
for the north !ong before they, were for the other regions. 
With the advent of dendrochronology, the postulated dates 
were discarded for those:obtained:by dating beams used in 
the constructions of houses. The culture sequence and,the 
dates now generally accepted for the Anasazi region.are. as 
foil OWS^ : j v;'--
L ; BASKETM&KER I is a postulated, non-existant;stage, 
postulated because "scmething"u must have preceded the first 
known stage. c- ^c: ■
. BASKBTMAKER II, or Basketmaker, pre-400 A.D., was a 
period in which a dplicocephalic.people had large circular 
pit houses^ in t W  p ^ n  and storage and burial cists in 
caves, j They lacked pottery, the bow and arrow, and true, 
loans, but • they had some agriculture. ' They made, coiled
baskets,  ̂WlB?-woven bags, atlatlsj bark aprons, gee-strings,

' 3sandals, ; and fur -and-feather cloth robes . : : - . ; : ;
v. :. ; BASKETMAKER III,; or Modified;Basketmaker , 4CX) to 700 or 
800 A.D., was a continuation of Basketmakerill: plus the 
addition of pottery and the bow and arrow, and an increase i: 
in the amount of agriculture practiced. :Fairly, large 
villages have been found for this period. The subsurface 1 * 3

1. Kidder,'A.'V.; 1927, "pp. .489-491 '
' Roberts, F; H. H ; Jr., 1931 j pp‘2-5 

2; Morris, E.^ 1939, Summer,"Excavation Southwestern Colorado
3, Husbauin, J. L., Kidder, A. V., Guernsey, s. J., 1922



houses are large and round or small and rectangular*
Some houses in the north vere above ground;With’;contlnguous
rooms of crude masonry^" * For storage, slab-lined pits or

2small contiguous slab-walled surface rooms were used *
The pottery was;made by the coil-scrape technique, and 
was a rdugh plain gray and a rough black-on-gray which was 
decorated with isblated-elements * Toward the end of this
period, a round headed people replaced the dolicocephalic* 
Recently, polished red-on-orange and black-oh-red* types of 
pottery have been:f ouind in Basketmaker • III sites in the
region between Alkali Ridge, Utah and the Mancos and La 
Plata Rivers of Southwestern Colorado'3. This appears
typblogically to be the result of influence-from the 
cultures to - the south of the\Anasazl,
' PUEBLO I and PTJEHiO II, Developmentai Pueblo, 700 or: 
800 to 1050 or 1100 A*D.^ saw t M  introduction of masonry 
surface houses and-contiguous rooms'ffaich were probably a 
de velo pme nt of the stor age rooms of Baaketmaker III; small
villages; the^development of the kiva/ a subsurface > found 
ceremonial chamber; a change in the design layout of black- -
dh-white pottery to bands about the rim, polishing the sur
face of-pottery, heckbahding and corrugation, the development 
of black-oh-red pottery in the western areas; and the : -
introduction of cotton and the true 1bom* ;  ̂ 7 i : ■ i

-■ ■ ' .
i; Martin, P* s*.
2; ibid; 'i•) • ri ̂ .
3. Morris, E. H.,

1959, pp. 460-461 
1959, p. 156



PUEBLO III, Great Pueblo Period, 1050 or 1100 to : ..
1275 A,D*, was a development of: the preceding period: 
large pueblos, three and four storied buildings with sev
eral hundred rooms and numerous kivas j: we 11-made bl ack-on- 
white pottery and corrugated.vessels;,turquoise mosaic; 
fine painted cotton blankets. This period ended with a 
rather sudden degeneration, and migration of people about 
the area to more protected positions having a better water 
supply. Reasons put forth for- this degeneration and move
ment are: an extended period oĉ  drought. in the 1 ast * quarter 
of the thirteenth century which' is shown by tree rings, and

' ' . " ” i * .......possibly the appearance of marauding nomads e Since the 
drought was so severe that the pueblo people had to abandon 
their homes , “it seems possible that the economy of their: . 
northern nomadic neighbors was silso upset by the effect of 
the drought, upon wild plant and animal: life so that! they x 
would take the e asier way of obtaining .food - r aiding the: 
agricultural!communities. ; : : j ,
r PUEBL0:; IV, Regressive and Renaissance, 1275 or 13(X) to 

1700 A.D.> ..started with the degeneration and migration of the 
people of late III which continued into early IV. When the 
people finally settled; down in areas-having a more stable . 
water supply, the;southern:edge of Black Mesa (Hop! region), 
the Mogollon Rim, and. the Rip. Grande Valley, they started 
on a period which saw great improvements in many of their arts * 1

-  - * • « • , • • , -r. ‘ -

1, Haury, E. W., 1934 b e, pp. 13-15



Polychrome pottery was produced in great quantities, kivas 
became square/ and large. rcabling pueblos came into 
existence. v .v1' V:---':

:PDBBLO V , Historic Period, . began with, the-arrival of 
the Spaniards in the 1 6thj century.. Another 1 period of 
degeneration had already started when they arrived. Some
time--shortly before their arrival, the pueblo people had 
evidently decreased in numbers, and had: retreated to the 
Hopl'Mesas> the Zuni region, and-the* Rio Grande, : r ’ . r

1v r eThe iHohokam culture has but reeently been established ,
The postulated Ldates -f or ithe earliest /phases are not yet,
generally accepted^ but what must be accepted is that a
pottery making, agricultural; people were .'in. existence in
the s outh:before potteryoandiagriculture were known:in"the 

2Anasazi area / In the phase which has been: called Gila- / 
Butte are intrusives from the Flagstaff region which have - ; 
been dated; by -tree rings iprior to 700 A eD ,5 . In the phases 
following Gila Butte are-other Intruslves which date them; 
only-for the phases preceding Gila But$e must dates be 
postulated. Since the = duration!of each of the later phases 
was = about 200 - ye ar Si" the same, length of time has-been- 
ass igned to the' earlier phases4 . According to cultural 
dynamics, the early developments of a culture are supposed -

i; Gladwin; h ; w ; :& W,, 'l93S, 1>V 4 " .
2, Gladwin; H, S., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E, B«, Gladwin, N,
' *• 1937; p. 217 ^
3; ibid; pp; 212-217 
4. ibid. pp. 247/269
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to require more time than the later ones so that, an 
estimate of 200. years f or each phase would be moderate 
and reasonable. Another aspect is that sometimes one in
vention or development will start a succession of changes 
which takes place in a relatively short period of time so 
the 200 years might be too long for the estimated phases.

Phases of the Hohokam Culture are grouped into four 
periods which can/be summarized as f ollows:

PIONEER PERIOD^ is composed of the Vahkl, Estrella, 
Sweetwater, ..and Snake town phases , - and.is dated according 
to the estimate described above from 300 B*C. to 500 A.D.
This period is characterized by a polished red pottery . 
which decreased toward the end, an unpolished red-on-grey. 
which gradually turned to a red-on-buff5 a-simple straight 
line decorative style‘which changed to batched scroll work: 
large square shallow pit houses with short entrance passages; 
concave backed and turbaned .figurines.. . Pottery was made in 
all , periods by ..the paddle and anvil method. . .

COLONIAL PERIOD^, Gila Butte and Santa ,Cruz Phases, 
dated 500 to 900 &.D. by intrusive pottery types• , In 
pottery, red ware disappeared, red-on-buff improved and 
reached the height of its development at the end of.this 
period, flare-rimmed bowls predominate, hatched scrolls gave 
way to line scrolls and impressionistic life figures. 1

1. Gladwin, "H. S., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B., Gladwin, N.,
; 1937,-pp. 250-256

2. ibid., pp. 256-260



This is the last,-period having trailing.lines _and 
scoring or grooving on the exteriors of vessels, other 
characteristics are large "ball ̂ courts, mosaics, rectang-

• * . - - - • # * * * - - • - ■ - ■ - * j

ular shallow pit houses, and elaborately carved shell, 
bone, and stone■ - -; - - • •

; SEDENTARY PERIOD^, Sacaton and Sant an Phases, is ■ '• 
dated 900,to 1100 &.D. by intrusive pottery. Red pottery 
was being made again, red-on-buff -decoration became 
sloppy at the end of the period and- the interwoven de
sign 1 ay out predominate d t awards the end,,,jars had , - - 
sharply recurved rims and Gila shoulders and were larger 
than jars in the. preceding phases. Houses were oval with 
a bulbous entrance passage , .There; is a decline "in the 
amount and elaborateness of carved stone, shell, and bone 
at the end also. Pyrites mirrors and small-; copper bells 
are present, . - . ,

CLASSIC PERIOD^, Soho and Ciyano Phases, is dated. 
1100 to 1400 JL,D, This period is characterized by ay- 
great influx of northern.influence and>finally by an 
immigration of. the Sal ado people whose home was just _ 
south of the Mogollon Rim on the Upper Salt River, ; 
Polished red pottery with black interiors and a black, 
white, and red polychrome are the dominant types; red-on- 
buff pottery had a high neck with paneled, and interwoven * 2

IV, ibid;; ppV 260-264 -
2. ibid.; pp. 264-267 

. Haury, E. W., 1934.



designso Shallow pit :housegrand surface end mound 
compoiands-are found 'side' hy side and great structures 
like Casa Grande were built, ,Ball courts are now small.
The canal systems, i n ’existence since *the Gila Butte 
Phase or earlier, reach their maximum.  ̂Cremation, a : 
characteristic of • the Hbhokam Culture, occurs along with 
the Sal ado inhumations • ^ ; . "r ■

The-Salado people left after a:century of joint occu
pation • of. the desert with the .Hohokam• 'Noth!ng more isY. 1X 
known until the Spanish- arrived-in the land and f oundc tiae- ; i 
Pima and- Papago, Whether or not they are the descendants 
of the Hohokah1 is still a debated questions

The Pat ay an: Culture of northwestern Arizona^is the 
least;known "of-the .four areas. It was probably in ©ist- : 
ence from: 700 A.D. to 1100’A.D.^ The culture has ̂ been 
divided into three branches, Cdbonlno, Cerbat, and Prescott; 
all of which are characterized by paddle and anvil pottery 
fired in an uncontrolled atmosphere; There is no evidence 
for this culture as such after 1100 A.D. " ; -r

; The Mogolloh-Culture is at present causing the great- 
est argument* The reason for this is that after 900 A.D, 
the culture was s o completely overlain by the Anasazi ;
Culture that it was actually only a sutw-area of that * ■- 
culture3 , This is true only in the later periods j the "- :

i; Colton/ :1939a; p: 27
2i Colton,'H. S., 1939b, p. 24:
3. Nesbitt, P., 1938, pp. 46, 114 - X?'



early periods, are so ̂ entirely different from "both the
Anasazi and the Hohokam that; Mogollon cannot be -pon- : . • .

Xside red merely, a sub-culture » .
The most recent finds are such that, it will have to ■ 

be admitted that Mogollon is probably.the earliest pottery 
culture in the Southwest, The earliest Hohokam phase . 
known has an intrusive well-made polished red type which, 
as established by petrographic analysis8 comes from the 
Mimbres section of the Mogollon area.r The Basketmaker\III 
sites of northeastern .Arizona have polished red and polished 
red- on-br own intrus ive s whi ch come from the Mogollon are a 
also. While the earliest-known pottery levels of these . + 
two cultures have, intrusives present, the earliest of tiie 
Mogollon does not0 , There are only three types of pottery: 
polished red, polished plain, and unpolished plain, all 
of which are typologically the forerunners of the later 
San Francisco Red, Alma Plain, and Textured types. It 
is the San; Francisco Red which is intrusive in foreign 
cultures. Stone work presents an even more interesting - 
aspect in that it is connected typologically, not only with 
the later Mogollon stone, but aLso with the non-pottery 
Cochise Culture. The latter is composed of several stages, 
the earliest of which is dated geologically at about 10,000 
to 15,000 years ago, that is, the Pluvial Period following

1; Haury, E . W ; , 1956, 1936a : . .
2; Gladwin, R.; 1937, pp. 230-252 ....  '
3i Sayf es; Ei ■'Bi, discussion at Forestdale, July 1939 
. Martin, P. Si, ; . " ” " "

Haury, E. W., 1936a, pp. 26, 66



the last glaciation'1'• .....„ - - • ' ’ - • • • • • - ... . .  .

“No dates can as yet be" assigned to the earliest pottery 
phasee This phase is called Cave Creek, for the place at 
which it was first found. Cave Creek on‘the east side of 
the Ctiiracahua Mountains in extreme southeastern Arizona . 
This is not merely a localized horizon, for this plmsb 
has also been found several hundred miles north of Cave 
Creek near Reserve, New Mexico^. Between this and the 
later phases of Mogollon Culture probably"occur several 
phases as yet unknown. . . - - v  . - -

The later phases, some of which have been dated by 
means of intrusive pottery and tree rings, are Georgetown, 
San Francisco, Three Circle, and Mimbres Classic* The 
San Francisco"Phase has tree ring dates, 896 and 908 A.D* 
arid 927 A* which from all indications mark the end of
the phase rather than the beginning* 2 * * * 6 7. This phase has
intrusive pottery types which are late Basketmaker III 
and Early Pueblo I, The Three Circle Phase lasted only 
from 900 to 1000 A,D. as the Mimbres Classic is dated by 
intrusive pottery from 1000 to 1150 A.D. The dates of 
the Georgetown phase will be pre-800 A.D*, but how much 
earlier is questionable as it seems probable that between

1 Ante vs; E i , May 1938, lecture at Gila Pueblo
2, Sayles, E* B., July 1939, discussion at Forestdale, 
* Mogollon Conference'

3; Martin, P. S;, 1939; lecture
4; Haury, E. W., 1936a,pp: 116-118
5; Nesbitt,P.'R., 1938, p: 91
6; Haury; E.'W., 1936a, pp. 116-118
7. ibid., pp. 116-118



this and the San Francisco phase there will be 
additional phases. The Georgetown as well as the Cave 
Creek had no intrusive pottery. _ . , ;

A general developmental summary of the Mogollon 
Culture is as follows"^: - i

In pottery, polished, slipped red and polished plain 
brown are present in all phases but decrease in percent
age from early to late times probably because of a 
corresponding increase in painted pottery. The color of 
painted pottery changed .from red-on-brown through a red- 
on-white t o , a bl ack-on-white due. to .Anas azi influence *
The style of. decoration changed frcan very simple to 
complicated geometric,,and finally to realistic and gro- 
tesque. life forms; a great deal of Hohokam influence. can 
be. seen in design layouts, and elements. The textured wares 
also increase from early to 1 ate. House types change from 
a large D-shaped deep pit to a rectangular deep pit, both 
with inclined entrance passages; in the final period when 
Anasazi influence was strongest, contiguous masonry rooms 
were used. Large outdoor ovens were numerous.. Burials 
are usually flexed and occur scattered throughout the 
village. Anasazi influence dominates in almost all 
aspects of the culture in late times#

1„ Haury, E. W., 1936, 1936a



Before 800 A.D.' there are fcv/o stems .of the Mogollon 
Culture, a northern and a southern; the dividing line 
between the two is not sharp but it should be about 
Reserve, Hew Mexico (discussion later).

The southern stem extended from Reserve along the 
Hew Mexico-Arizona boundary south into northern 
Chihuahua, The northern stem extended northwest 
from Reserve into the White Mountains and across the 
Mogollon Rim to the San Francisco peaks. The branches 
included in the southern stem are the Chihuahua and the 
Mimbres^-(formerly called Mogollon Branch) , Those in" the 
northern stem before 900 A.D. are the White Mountain, the 
Sinagua- and the Los Reyes ; after 900 or 1000 A.D.
There- are several more branches of this northern stem 
v/hich will be discussed later.

• The White Mountain branch of the stem, closest to 
the Anasazi, loses its individuality before other branches 
and by 800 or 900 A.D. seems to be a part of the Anasazi 
rather than the Mogollon Culture.
: Although:the White Mount ain branch,lost.its identity

about 800 or 900 A.D., its influence, extended throughout 
southwestern prehistory and,even extends to the, present 
day pueblos. That influence can be traced by the study 
of a specialized pottery technique, smudging, which 
centered in this area. ' . * 2

1; Gladwin,' %. Sv & W.,1934
2. Colton, He'S., 1939b, p. 33



43

POTTERY ORIGINS IN THE SOUTHWEST•

In the Anasazi Culture Area, non-pottery horizons 
were found to underly horizons with crude pottery* 
Because no nearby cultures had been recognized from 
whom they could have acquired pottery, it seemed that
here was an early culture which, v/ithout outside in-, 
fluences, developed pottery. There was also direct 
evidence which suggested the independent invention of
- _»' >*•- • -,. ' * -  ̂•_ 1 ** y ^ , . %/ - -^ c " . . .  . .. -■ -■* ■ -w- . '■ r * . * - - ■ , - -v. - ■

pottery in the area. This evidence is the association 
of the rough crude Basketmaker III pottery with cedar 
or juniper bark tempered sherds1 .

"In practically every Basketmaker III 
' site that was found In the shelter of a cave : : •

there occurred in the rubbish^ fragments of 
:: objects'made of unbaked clay V . 1 . shallow-
dish-like or'tray-like receptacles, . . . .  .
They were made of dark adobe mud mixed with a - ■ ' ■ • 
large amount of shredded juniper bark."*

One Basketmaker II- site h a d • unfired sherds with a cedar
fKf -

bark temper and no fired pottery , Another site had 
several unfirod sherds with "no trace of intentionally 
added tempering material."3 4 5 ' Most of the cedar bark '1 v 1 
tempered sherds had basket impressions upon the exterior 
as did some of the crude fired pottery .̂1 The picture

1". ' Morris," E. E . , 'l927;" Morris",' E . H., 1939, pp. 20-23 '
Guernseyi S. j;> 1931, pp. "84-85 ' "

3. - Guernsey , S .—J • , Kidder, A • 1921:,-- pi-.98.-• -----
4 ’, Nusbaiim,' J..'L. y  Kidder,'A. "V. j ’ Guernseyj S. J., 1922, p. 138
5. Guernsey, Si J.> Kidder, "A. V.,* 1921, p. 98

• Guernsey, S . J. , 1931," p. 85 : ' ....
• Specimens in the Arizona State Museum, Tucson



which’ this brought forth was that: baskets had probably
been employed to carry clay for use in their houses or
storage cists, .that the clay occasionally dried in the
baskets, and that someone observed that the dried clay
retained the basket shape and was useful as a container.
Its usefulness was limited because if it became wet, it'
melted. The step from unflred to fired'vessels had been
supposed: to be a ̂ relatively, simple one j an unfired bowl
probably fell in or near a fire and was thus baked. ‘
Since.fired clay made a much more serviceable container
and wouid hoid water, firing was done purposely thereafter.
The tempering'material would be changed after a few ’
experiments to something that would not burn out In the

1baking as did the cedar bark temper . ' ■ - -
To strengthen this theory of independent invention it 

could be pointed out that the Basketmaker-Pueblo people 
were the only'group in the new world to fire pottery 
in a reducing atmosphere^. ’ .r ^
i-c: There are several fallacies in this reasoning.

- ‘ ' —  - - - . . .  - ■, - ^ ■ • - %

TJnfired’bark tempered pottery in the foim of clay-lined
baskets has been found In association with fired' pottery

3in the Pueblo III. period . Also, - no bark tempered sherds 
have been recorded which lack the basket impression oh the 
exterior; seemingly this "clay was used only to line baskets. 11

1 1  Morris; Ei 1939; ppi 20-23; Morris, 1927, p.138-147 
2; Colton, H. S., 1939, pp. 224-231 
3* Specimens at Gila Pueblo, Globe, Arizona



Therefore, these sherds* probably represent a specialized 
type of- container ♦ Cedar bark tempered cl ay used to line 
baskets and quartz sand tempered clay as independent 
containers are two very different things. If a cedar bark 
tempered vessel were separated from its basket and was near 
enough to a fire to bake the clay^ the temper would burn 
out and the vessel would more than likely crack and break 
into many pieces. Certainly that would not suggest to any 
person that firing clay made it into a more useful container 
rather it would suggest that one should be careful not to 
place these :containers too near a fire or they would break. 

Another difference.between the unfired bark tempered 
sherds and the first Basketmaker fired pottery is that 
all the unfired pieces are very thick and very lumpy while 
the fired pottery is extremely thin walled. Although the • 
fired pottery is crude, there is a very wide break : -v
between the fired grey and white pottery and the unfired 
bark tempered clay used to line baskets. No intermediate 
steps have ever., been, found in spite of intensive work in 
the region, - For these reasons, I "do not believe that the - 
bark tempered clay can ,be considered as the prototype of' ‘ "* . : - : * . ' .. '•**■ *' . • ■ ’ . i■* v? •' - - - - - - ‘ . • ,■ - " " - *■ • ■- i  ̂ ‘ >-
the fired Basketmaker-III pottery.

« Also/ this theory of independent invention does not 
take into account the few sherds of fine, well developed 
pottery which at various-times have been found at the same 
sites and in the same stratum as the crude fired



pottery^* * They have heretofore heen considered merely 5
qas acminor, non-typical ware made hy the cBaaketmakers

rather than as a possible inspiration to the Anasazi
people to make fired clay vessels* Descriptions of these
sherds5 agree in that they have a fine paste containing
little obvious temper^ and that which was observable was
fine sand. The surfaces of the shards were smooth and
well polished5 * The few whole vessels that have been
found are described as well shaped and symmetrical5 »

Four types of pottery have been described which'have
these features", whereas there are only two. types of the
more common Basketmaker ware. The four types are as
follows: a polished plain brown6, a slipped and polished 

*7red , one with:a polished black interior and a gray-brown 
exterior®, and a painted red-on-brown? type with a geometric 
decoration that encircled the vessel pendant to'the.rim.
The predominant types of potterylO found in Basketmaker 
sites are unpolished and rough with large.quartz sand

1. Guernsey, S .J.,1931, p. 91; Morris, E.Hi,'1939) np,22-23
* Roberta, F.H'.H. Jr;, 1929, pp. 117 - 118.

2: Morris, E.H., 1935, pp. 22-23; • ' ’
3. Guernsey; 1931> p. 91; Morris, E.H., 1939, p. 23.
4; Guernsey, S.J.,'.1931, p. 91.
5. ibid., plate 19. -
6: Martin; P. S . , 1938, p. 275. ' - ' ''
7, Morris, E.H .,'1939, pp. 21-22; Martin, P.S., 1939, p.453 

Guernsey. S .J., 1931, p. 91 
8; See list on p. 56. '" '
9. Guernsey, S.J., 1931, p. 91.

10„ Morris, E.H., 1939, pp. 20-25



temper that is conspicuous on the . surf ace and shows a 
variety of shapes.There are only two types, a plain 
grey and a black-on-white painted with simple isolated 
elements, and also there;was a variant of the plain grey 
having a "fugitive" red wash"̂ ". The shapes of these types 
are frequently asymetrieal and the,surfaces bumpy.

It can be seen from this condensed description that 
several advanced techniques, are exhibited by. the occasional 
sherds which are not shown by the predominant Basketmaker 
pottery. These techniques are: the use of fine sandoo’ 
temper ,: polishing> s tyle of painted design, and - smudging . 
the bowl interiorsi Also it is seen that, the sherds were 
fired in an oxidizing atmosphere as opposed to the reducing 
atmosphere of the grey ware, - . .. ’ ' :
■ If it is a s s m e d  that the Basketmakers invented pottery 

and that these occasional sherds are merely minor non
typical, types, it must also be assumed that they knew 
these advanced techniques of pottery manufacture and three
methods of firing pottery, but for some reason.or other -

... *■ • * * • * - ■ - — . . . .

did not practice them regularly. This assumption also , 
implies that they had this knowledge at a time when they 
were in an experimental stage of pottery-making as indi- 
cated by the unfired types and,the. grey ware, .The non
typical sherds are too well made and uniform in quality •

1. Colton, H. S., Hargrave, L. L., 1937, p. 193



to be merely experiments or accidents. 1

: At the ssane time It has been said tibat the Anas a zl
did not make a true red pottery in the Baaketmaker m

1 2 period , but that they did in the Pueblo I period * The
reason for this is that great number a of plain grey -
Baaketmaker vessels have a, "fugitive" red wash over the
exterior surface. The wash was put on after the vessel

3had •been fired and therefore was not permanent , - If 2' as
shas been assumed/ these people, were making the fine' red :

slipped tyj^# they obviously knew, how to fire pottery to 
a red color, but they shomd their ignorance of that firing 
technique, v/hen ;they put the color, on the surface of the 
vessels after firing. A more logical - conclusion is that, 
the "fugitive" red vessels were an attempt to imitate - 
the fine red pottery which they knew and valued but which 
they; did not know, how to make, ... .
r. Other facts which suggest the same idea as the . : '. ; •
preceding: are: vlu:-- r ; : - . > vr: ;■ ' ;":•

. (1) Polishing does not occur on the grey Baaketmaker
III;pottery,’but in the following period, Pueblo I, all of

...... . ' 4the decorated and some of the undecorated is polished •
, (2) In 1 ate; Baaketmaker III, the style of .'design

changes; from the isolated elements, Lino Black-on-grey. * 2 3

1., ibid..; • ■ V.:,
Brand, d . p ., * Hawley; • F , M . Hibbin, F . C . , 1937, p. 86 
Roberts, L . H;,H . ,Jr., 1929,'ppi•109-110, 117

2, Colton, H. Si, S Hargrave, L . L •, 1937, p, 71; Roberts,
F, H. H.'Jr;, 1931, Pi 120 " ' - ..........

3. Guernsey, Sw Ji, 1931, p. 91-92; Colton, H. s. Sc Hargrave 
L. L., 1937, p. 193 ' . . . .  . ..
Roberts, F, H. H. Jr., 1931, p. 116; 1929, p, 110-111



to. a band of: solid elements encircling" the rim, pendant
to it, and outlined. $SEQPlillel -3JLne^''totte'-Mound Black-oh

T ~whit®"1"', This change first appears, on the southern edge
of the Anasazi area.  ̂ ; I: ' : ■;

(3) In Pueblo I, red pottery with black decoration
in the style of the red-on-brown type of pottery was

2made in many places in the Anasazi .area # %
r • (4) - There was no true slipped pottery made in the

- - - -• . . . . .  • • . ..................  . . . . .

zBasketmaker III by. the Anasazi , but there was in' Pueblo I. 
The Intrusive red sherds were slipped.-  ̂ •

w ( 5)Vo during Basketmaker III along this sam© portion
of the southern edge of the area, there were made" crude

" ' .........  .............  ............... . - 4  "

imitations - of the fine polished black Interior pottery •
' All of; the above facts suggest one:conclusion^ namely, 

that somewhere there were people who' were makihg a fine 
pottery which inspired-the Basketmaker pottery. This Is 
not saying that the Anasazi learned the methods- of nmking: : 
pottery from these Other people but rather that they - 
learned that it was possible to fire clay into durable 
vessels when it had been properly tempered. Also, there is 
the possibility that they would have eventually invented 
pottery independently had hot this outside influence - ' - -
started the development. 'The evidence, at present, * 4

1 • Gladwinj H. S •, Haury, E . W ,, Sayles, E. B .," Gladwin, N
’ 1937, p". 2 1 4 .........

2; R o b e r t s ' , H .  Jr., 1931, p. 118
3; ibid., p. 116
4, See Appendix p . - v ^



indicates that the Anasazi developed their own methods
of firing, surface treatment, and" design, and after

„ * , „ * - • — • - -

.fairly long contact with this other group of people 
adapted several traits of the foreign pottery to their 
own use, such as siippirig, polishing,'design style, and 
later, firing method; • '  - '

However , the validity of difference in firing* technique 
has recently been questioned by Colton,^ He has experimented 
by firing vessels made of the same clay in different fuels• 
The vessel fired with juniper fuel becomes white and those 
fired in dung became some shade of orange. Somehow or 
other, juniper makes a reducing atmosphere'. As it was 
probably the most common fuel in northern Arizona, the
pottery may have' been reduced unintentionally on the part

• • “ • , - • • - • - » • .

of the Basketmakers*, Later, they probably learned that 
the different fuels, produced different colors and so could 
control the final color of the pottery. This, if anything, 
aids the theory that fired Basketmaker pottery was in
spired by. the’pottery of other peoples , "

A southern location for the makers of the intrusive 
pottery is indicated because the center of the Late 
Basketmaker Ill-early Pueblo I changes is along the south
ern edge of the Anasazi area. The distribution of the 
foreign ware also suggests a southern location of its 
homeland. The intrusives are found mainly in the area 1

1, Colton, He S », 1939, p, 231



along the-Arizona-New Mexico border south from the 
Sen Juan drainage to the Puerco branch of the Little 
Colorado. The range for the. black interior type of 
pottery is slightly different from that for the other ,
types. Instead of being confined,to the.area between

" ' " ■ ' .......Vthe Chaco,Canyon and the Lukachukai. Mountains , black 
interior pottery is found in greatest abundance as an 
intrusive in the region of the junction of the Puerco 
and Little Colorado rivers^. This distribution may be 
due to the topography of ..eastern Arizona and western ,,
Hew Mexico, a point which will be discussed more fully 
later. , , ... . • ... . . . . . : i

It has recently.been admitted by Morris that the 
polished red type.might be intrusive in,the Basketmaker. „

I,run- - -
, "This ware is so distinctive and gives 

'the'- impression of being so much more highly " - 
evolved than the ordinary pottery that one would . ,

* be Inclined to "adjudge" it an Importation. And - 
it may be, since it seems superficially indis- 

• tinguishable. from the San Francisco Red • ■ 
characteristic of Gladwin's Mogollon Culture. ,
But none of it' has come from sites dated to 
prove ‘the oriority of its appearance in the 

-- south."^ * - ’ ■ : - ' ■ ' * v-;-- : ' : ■ V : -

One check upon the existence of polished red pottery 
long before the existence of Basketmaker pottery has been

-s rv ' ' . - - . * - .
1. Morris , E. :H., 1939, p. 22 
2',. discussion later.
3., Morris, E.. H e, loc, cit.



found; at Snake town in the Gil a- Basing Arizona. The red 
type was intrusive in the earliest phases, Vahki, Estrella# 
Sweetwater, Snaketown, and Gila Butte, and,even to the 
Sac at on Phase^, whereas Basketmaker pottery did not : : 
appear until the <Gila Butte PhaseI. 2  * * * 6i As shown in the cul
ture summary, the polished red. pottery must have been 
made and was being made before the beginning of the 
Christian Era in order to be intrusive in the earliest 
phases at Snaketowni It is the only intrusive pottery 
type which occurred in all phases at the site i and it :; :
showed no appreciable change or development: throughout

3the centuries . The unpolished Hohokam pottery was also 
made long before Basketmaker pottery, but it evidently 
was not traded widely as was the polished red.
‘ Polished black pottery was not intrusive at Snaketown 
until the Gila Butte Phase^ and red-on-brown was not in- 
trusive until the following phase, Santa Cruz . This may 
indicate that the' red-dn-brown had a slightly later origin 
in its homeland' than the black pottery, or that both ' 
were simply not as popular wi th the Snake town people as
was the red until later periods. Black'pottery continued

■ 6 to be intrusive in the Santa Cruz and Sacaton Phases .

I. Gladwin^ H . S . , H a u r y , E . W . ,  Sayles, E . B . ,  Gladwin, N
; 1937; p. 214.

3; ibid;-, p; 218 . .... ,...
4; ibid;, p. 214 ■ ’» -
5; ibid;
6. ibid.



Although black and red-on-brown types.:were .later 
than the. red, . they too were well • devel oped A e n  the 
Basketmakers were only beginning t o : make pottery,- -
Whether the types were well made because they had a long 
developmental period behind them or because they were;new 
types started by a people who had a long pottery tradition 
will have to be. determined,; . . : . - ;

...The; polished types; of pottery originated in an area.. 
which could trade with both the An as a zi and the Hohokam, 
Prcm the distribution of these as intrusives in the north, 
this area seems to have been south of the Anasazi and 
east of the. Hohokam. The red and red-on-brown pottery - 
has been found, indigenous in western Hew Mexico’ from the. - 
San Francisco . and Gila: rivers south; alnjost to the inter
national boundary, the region now known as the Mimbres 
stem of the Mogollon Culture -Area^. ~' • ;. • .-
;. Polished red>;San Francisco Red,; and polished brown,
Alma Plain, pottery occur in all phases of the.Mogollon 

oCulture o The. earliest .horizon, Georgetown, lacks in- : 
trusive pottery^. When pottery of the other regions had 
developed, intrusives from other: areas are abundant in the 
Mogollon area , As the San Francisco Red ware Is an 
intrusive in the earliest ..pottery horizons of Hohokam and 
Anasazi cultures, it appears that the Georgetown phase :

1. Haury, E. W.,"1936;-p. 13, 1936a, pp. 96-97
• Gladwin,'H."S• & W ; , 1934’* *

2; Haiiryi E . Wi > 1936, pp. 30, ' 33 
3; Haury, E. W., 1936a, pp. 26, 66
4. ibid, p; 117

Nesbitt, P.,-1938,- p. 93



preceded the earliest pottery phases of the other 
cultures. Painted pottery appears fih.1 blown in the 
next known phase, : the San Francisco, ras "Mogollon-Red-bn- 
■ tirown'*-. This type is the red-on-brown intrusive of the 
Santa Cruz Phase of the Hohokam and the Basketmaker III 
of the miasazi. :- " ' " : : - v - - - . r /.r 5 - -

The harrow line geometric decoration of Mogoilon ' 
Red-bh-brown was either inspired by earlier Hohokam Red
on-buff or by a third type from which both developed.
There hhve been ̂ occasional sherds found" of a polished ' 
red-on-brbwn with simple wide line decoration which may 
eventually be placed as the forerunner of the harrow line 
decoration of the red-on-brown of the San Francisco phase. 
This broad line type has been called Sah Lorenzo red-ori-

Thus the area in which three of the types intrusive in 
Basketmaker III sites were indigenous has been located. 
Red, red-on-brown, and brown come from the same region. : : 
southwestern New Mexico, At these sites in the Mogollon 
area the type with a polished black interior which is
found so frequently with the polished red and brown as ‘

■ 3intrusives in the Basketmaker area is hot present .' 
However, as has been said, the heaviest distribution of 
the black pottery as an intrusive is just west of that of

i; Hauryi E o ' W ^  1936, p. 13 : ' '
2. ibid.', pp. 6W# . ;":-
3. Haury, E. W., 1936 a, pp. 26, 66$ , . -



the polished red pottery. This is indicative.of,the 
condition which has been foxmd, namely, that polished 
red pottery, was indigenous to an area east of the area 
of the poll she d black type and t hat the black pot tery is 
indigenous to the region of the White Mountains just south 
of the Little Colorado River in Arizona. An explanation 
of the intrusive distribution is to be found in the topo
graphy of this portion of the Southwest. A majority of the 
mountain ranges and valleys of Eastern Arizona and western 
New Mexico extend north and south with but one main east- , 
west dranage, the Little Colorado. The red pottery which 
is indigenous in the southern part of this region was 
traded northward along the line of the valleys, thus bring
ing its heaviest distribution as an intrusive up the east 
side of the Lukachukais. The smudged pottery, with its 
homeland just south of the Little Colorado, naturally was 
traded east and "west along it.

In order to prove that the homeland of the smudged in
terior pottery was in the White Mountains and that from there 
it was traded all over the Southwest, it will be necessary to 
list all the sites equal in age to Basketmaker III of the 
Anasazi Culture at which it is found and to locate the re
gions in which it is most abundant and to describe, a site 
in that region.

. Sites are listed in a north to south order and have____ ...
been divided into two groups on the basis of the character 
of the smudged pottery. Woodruff Smudged and Forestdale 
Smudged. The reason for this division will be explained later
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Sites having pottery w M o h  seems from the description 
to have been Woodriiff Smudged.

La Plata Districty Southwestern Colorado
Date: Basketmaker III, Pueblo I :
Dominant Pottery: Lino Grey, La Plata Black-on-

v'-r-.:- .. r .v v-: White ' " ' ' ' ..*
Smudged: grey to brown exterior, dull, smooth

black, but not highly polished on 
' interior

• One bowl with,a "gray, granular paste”
• •.'■•v':.with ’■ intense* but lusterless black" was 

found with.Pueblo I pottery : : ' ;
»’• * ' - , v O ' ■* -- ' - . ■ - *■

San Juan Area, Four Cornersf , ,7 . - :
Date: Basketmaker III,-Pueblo I ' ’: • - -
Dominant pottery:. Lino Gray, Black-on-White, Kana-a

. Black-on-White and Kana-a Neck
" .... ..v:v; -Banded:;' t':-::.- ‘.w

Smudged: one bowl - - 1,1. , rough oft the out
side but highly polished within/ The - 
exterior is gray i n :some- piaces and in 
others-smoked black. The interior is a 
uniform glossy black over its entire area." 
bowls found in "two or three instances,V

Piedra District,’Southwestern Colorado- ; . / v
Date: Basketmaker III
Dominant Pottery: * Lino"Gray,' La Plata’Black-on-Whlte 
Smudged: " V  . . e' V' bowls with* gray to grayish

brown exterior • •-, / «* /
* ^  ♦ # ' * v - v * ' s, * ■ - - 1 —  -- ■■ - . * Z » ‘

Shabikteahchee, Chaco Canyon, Hew Mexico4 - ~
Date: late Basketmaker III -
Dominant Pottery: Lino Black-on-White> Lino-Gray
Smudged: about a dozen bowl fragments, description

parallels that of Morris, 1927 '; " ’
Kiatuthlanna, Eastern Arizona5 (district) >•

Date: ’ Basketmaker III ’ " ■ r' ’ ‘ ; ‘ ;
Dominant pottery: Whitembuhd' Bl ack-on-White.
...... ”■■■■■■;;; 1 '•"Lih6'rGray’‘' -

Smudged: gray to grayish brown exterior, lacks
luster

I /  Morris', E; Hi, 1 9 3 9 / pp. 156, 184 
2; Morris,-Eo "He;-1927,'p.:i86- 
3 /  Roberts> F. Hi H. Jre/1930> p„'79 ”
4; Roberts , F; Hi H;•Jr.;-1929,•pp.*117-118 
5* Roberts, F • H • H •, Jr *, 1931, pp * 117—118



Petrified Forest Region, Arizona . .
Date: .. v,- r n  , ..
Dominant Pottery: Lino Gray and Polished Brown.

■ ' ........equal, iv;, i;- V-
Smudged: scane sites with just Woodruff, some

with both Woodruff and Forest dale

1

Sites having Fore s tdale Smudged * ; '
v ‘ 2

Knolls, easterh: edge'of Great Salt Lake Insert, TJtsJi
Date: " . V -• , May be Interpreted as modified

survival of early wares ; . '
Dominant Pottery: Great Salt'Lake Gray ware
Smudged: one bowl w , i • * # Black polished

• ' interior i i i i i exterior dark brown-
- : ' -- ish gray i • o • • interior highly • -

; ; polished » * ; from desoriptlon :
might be either Woodruff or Forestdale 
or another type made in Fremont River 
area. There is some evidence of the use 

-• ■ • ! • , u; :• of the smudging te chnique in the northern
periphery of the' South-west, the Fremont 
IRiverV utah^ in a cultural horizon which 
is the equivalent of: late Basketaaker 
but'■shich'-is slightly later in time due 
to a lag of influences „ working northward. 
Its - exact status is; unknown- and it will 
be* necessary to study the material first 

* ' hand in order to determine its place in
: : - :■ : the history of the use of smudging in ""

. the S buthwes t V : From" tiae : rather; general«
• ": i"zed::pottery deseriptidh, the sherds of

smudged pottery inight even be merely " 
trade pieces from the south, " o ' . . .  .

- The * vmre vis: usually' r ather thick. The
- -  ̂ paste .is good and for the most part is
i ' ': tempered with particles of black igneous

rock." The" surface texture varies from 
: * r well polished'to quite rough. The basic

color"is gray^ but this may be fired to 
- black; • •  . In the case of some

bowls, however, the interior is covered 
with ah' e ven coat of black which is 

. _ ....__ _ 'sometimes highly polished and s ometimes

i; Mera," H;<P;> 1934> 5-8
2: Steward,' j., 1939,'p. 17 ; ; - -
3. Morss , N •, 1931, p. 42 ,, . ( • r
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Piedra District, Southwestern Cdlorado - "u
Date: Late Basketmaker III, early Pueblo I
Dominant Pottery: Lino Gray, La Plata Black-oh-

White, Early Pueblo I black- 
...... on-white ' ...

Smudged: reddish brown exterior bov/1 s •
... ", '' '• ' %

Earth Lodge, Mesa Verde, Southwestem Colorado .
Date: Basketmaker III- ; ̂  > ; r .
Dominant Pottery! 'Lino Gray, Lino Black-ph-White 
Smudged: " » / . , , similiar 'to those from Little

Colorado Area ♦ • • •
Shabik*eshchee, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico^ : '

Date: Late Basketimker III - ^
Dominant Pottery: Lino Black-oh-White, Lino Gray
Smudged: one bowl brownish-gray color

- - showing closer approximation to the red'
vessels with a polished black interior . •

Tseh So, Chaco C Any on - :
Date: Trash, Pueblo I level " .....
Dominant Pottery: Red Mesa Black-on-white and

 ̂ other Pueblo I Black-on-white
/ " ‘types and’gray utility ware 

Smudged: /fPw sherds of bowls, with polished black
interior and reddish brown exterior

. . .

Kiatuthlanna, Eastern Arizona (and surrounding country) 
Date: Pueblo I r
Dominant pottery: " Kiatuthlama Bladc-on-Whlte 
Smudged: brown exterior n * • • • • correlated with

- ’ Pueblo I” ; bowls frequent In burials
Whitemound Phase site, Awatdbi, Arizona^

Date: Late Basketmaker III '
Dominant pottery: Lino Gray, Whitemound Black-on-

.;  ■ ■ . . v v ; "  W h i t e  ' : V - - " - .  -
Smudged: sherds in a survey collection

Whitemound, Arizona north of Little Colorado ‘ - '; 
Date: 700-800 A.D.," Late Basketmaker III ;

i: Roberts, F. H; H. Jr., 1930, p e 79
2; Fewkes, W . 'J.j 1921,’pp. 75^77
3; Roberts, F . ’H. H." Jr;, 1929; pp. 117-118 *' - ' • ' -
4; Brand, D. D . , ' H a w l e y ; H i b b i n ,  F. C., .1937, p. 86 
5; Roberts; F'.'H. H; Jr., 1930, pp. 117-118 
6i Brew, J ; Oi, 1939, October 16, Lecture *
7. Gladwin; H. S.,,Haury, E. W,,.Sayles, E. B., Gladwin,..H.,. 

1937, p. 215



' -Dominant Pottery: Whitemound ;Blatik-on-White , Lino
: ■ v.. . -^Gray" ":-'V r »y-r'

Smudged: sherds rare in rubbish, bowls frequent
■ ■ : In burials

Petrified Forest, Arizona (and surrounding country) - 
Date: Basketmaker III to Pueblo I (end of) : "
Dominant Pottery: Lino Gray and Woodruff Brown

 ̂ - v equal, Kana-a Beck Banded
• Smudged: ’ reddish brown exterior till Chaco i n - _

■ fluenee sherd tempered brown waa^-is 
. made, then becomes red <■ ' ^ '

Flagstaff region east to Winslow - personal study of sherd 
collections from surveyed and excavated sites in area by 
Museum of Northern • Arizona (Museum of Northern Arizona Site

■ "  ̂ ! • 1"̂ '". ■ , o ' V . . numbers)
NA3093 - Lower Polacca Wash (survey)

Date: Basketmaker III to late pueblo I
Dominant Pottery: Lino Gray, Lino Black-on-White,

' ' " ■ v • • • . :  ̂ Kana-aIBlack on White
Smudged: 1 sherd of Forestdale . L. ’

NA192QB - Bonlto Terrace (excavated) J : \
Date: Pueblo I, pre-eruptlve or pre-860 A.D*-
Dominant• Pottery: Rio de Flag Brown, Madmans Gray,
V ■ 1. .^.Kana-a" Gray". .

Smudged: 1 sherd;Forestdale
NA862 --. " * (excavated) ; i -  V .....

Date: 800 A,D. by .pottery, 904 - 1061 A.D. tree
■.ring-dates.. -

Dominant Pottery: v lteadmans Gray, Rib de'Flag-Brown,
. • , ■ i • Deadmahs Black-on-red, and ■

V ; ; •:Black-oh White 
Smudged: 2 sherds Forestdale ... . -

NA3215 - Cheval oh-McDbriald Canyon (survey) -
Date: Pueblo I and II \ "
Dominant Pottery: Kana-a B1 ack-on-White, and Pueblo

.. ;;II 31 a"ck-on-White and McDonalds
Corrugated

Smudged: 1 sherd of Forestdale, actually trans
itional between TorestdaLe and Showlow 
Smudged

NA3212- McDonalds Canyon (survey)
Date: Pueblo I and II '

• Dominant Pottery: V.Black-dn-Biite, Plain rough brown
Smudged: transitional type between Forestdale and

~ Showlow ,

1# Mora, H. .Pe, 1934, p.5-8



Rio' Grande, North central New, Mexico^ (region) . ,
Date: Chaco I period equivalent to Basketmaker III

- ; and early Puehlo I - , , ../ .. ..
Dominant Pottery: ' ....  ‘
Smudged: . nicely finished reddish "brown exteriors and • 

smudged^ highly burnished exteriors on bowls, 
, • occasionally present ,' . . _  : ^

2Inspiration I,'east central, Arizona ‘ , : ,
Date: Gila Butte - Santa Cruz Phase "  ... .'
Dominant Pottery: Gila Plain, Gila Butte Red-on-Buff.
Smudged: several sherds of Forestdale. FbreStdale
' , Smudged also occurs at other sites in region

of same time horizon
Roosevelt 9:6," Central Arizona®

Date: Gila Butte Phase, 500-700 A.D. .
Dominant Pottery: Hohbkam types. . " '
Smudged: few sherds of Forestdale Smudged^ ...

' C
Snaketown, Gila Basin; Southern Arizona "

Date: 500-1100 A.D., Gila Butte tbSacaton Phases
Dominant Pottery: Gila Plain, Red-on-Buff types
Smudged: 4 sherds each" Gila .Butte’ and Santa Cruz Phases,

5 aherds in Sacaton placed by stratigraphy." 
Altogether there were 47 sherds at the site, 
(The later sherds are probably Showlow Smudged 
rather than Forestdale)

> "■; ' ’ ' 6
Mancos Springs, southwestern Colorado

Date: Basketmaker III - Pueblo I •. > = : • .
Dominant Pottery: Lino Gray and Black-on-gray, Kena-a

• Black-on-white, and a black-on-red -
Smudged: one globular jar with high straight neck has

an.intentionally smudged and polished surface. 
It is probably not Forestdale'Smudged as jars 
have so "far not been recorded, but it is re
lated as it has a similiar soft, fine grained 

, , paste, . For tills, reason this site has been
placed at the end rather than with others of 
the same region , ; " • . . ' , .

i; Nera, H; P;; 1935; p, 5 ; ' .........  U  V -
2; Vickery,'10;'1940,'March 28, interview 
3; Haury; E; W.^1932; pV 90- - ; ;
4, Haury, E. W., 1940, conference • ' ’• ' -
5, Gladwin, "H. W"., Haury, .E, W , , Sayles, E . B ., Gladwin, N,,
• 1937, pp.;212-213 ' ' ' ' * *

6, Morris, E. H,, 1919, p, 198
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- .From tiie above •.list of; sites: containing intrusive 
smudged pottery during the Basketmaker III horizon or ': 
phases comparable ;in time with.Basketmaker III,, it can' be 
seen that while smudged pottery occurred over a widespread; 
region, it was abundant only in the region immediately 
south of the.Little Colorado River in eastern Arizona# At 
all other places only a few sherds or perhaps a vessel or 
two were present and the dominant type of pottery was ; 
completely unrelated to the smudged. In the White Mountains, 
a b o u t o f  the pottery was smudged at sites which had 
very few Basketmaker sherds and at which the dominant type 
of pottery was a polished brown closely related to the 
smudged. It is only logical :that here is the place at ' 
which smudged pottery was made and from which it was traded 
all over the Southwest. '
• Only one site has been excavated in the White Mountain 

district which has the pottery ,complex mentioned above. It
l'is a pit house site in .the Forestdale Valley , just below 

the Mogollon Rim, approximately ten miles south of Showlow, 
Arizona, About 75/o or 80^ of its. pottery is a type so 
closely related by construction, shape, paste, color, 
finish, and firing atmosphere to the,polished brown ware 
of southwestern Hew Mexico-that they are practically 
indistinguishable. Associated with the polished brown 1

1, Haury, E. W . i n  preparation



is a type with polished "black interiors which has been 
called Forestdale Smudged and which is related to M©goilon 
pottery by construction, paste, and surface finish* * About 
20^ of the total pottery at the site is Forestdale Smudged. 
About 2^ is a type called Forestdale Red #ilch is an ' z 
unslipped, polished red pottery made of the some paste as 
the black pottery but fired in an oxidizing atmosphere 
and .not smudged. Besides pottery, there are other cultural 
similiarities with the 'Mogolloii of western New Mexico which 
justify calling this cultural manifestation a Mountain or 
Northwestern Branch of the Mogolion Culture Root, The dis
tinguishing factor between the two branches is that red 
pottery was made in the south while black was made in the 
north. " • ■ : - .

Tree ring dates place the beginning of the Forestdale 
pit house village before 700 A.D, and the occupation was 
continuous into the beginning of the pueblo I period,

O tprobably about 800 or 850 A.D. v
" A majority of pottery intrusives at this site are late 

Basketmaker III types made just north of the Little Colo- 
rado. Lino Grey, and White mound Black-on-whlte*. From 
the southern branch of the Mogollbn, siightly fanther 
away and on a different trade route> came San Francisco 
Red, Alma Scored, Incised, and Punched, and Mogbllon ‘

1. Gladwini H. S ., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B., Gladwin, N
* 1 9 3 7 , p . 215' .........

2. Haury, E, W., in preparation
3. ibid.



Red-on-brown. Lastly there were a few Hohokam sberde
probably traded up the. Salt and White rivers .fron what ia

....... l" ........  'now the Globe-Miami district , All these intrusive types
indicate that the Porestdale people had contact with their 
neighbors in every direction except west,: That the closest 
contact was with the Anasazi people is indicated by a . 
pottery hybrid between Lino Grey and the polished brown.
The hybrid had the brown paste and was fired - In an oxidi
zing atmosphere, but had the surf ace finish of Lino Grey, 
that is a scraped interior and an unpolished exterior,

- Analysis of the polished black interior pottery at r- 
this site shows that;there are two types, One has a fine 
grained paste with minute sand. temper, a well burnished, . 
deep black interior and a brownish red fire clouded 
exterior. The shapes Lin which it occurs are hemispherical 
and outcurved bowlsi The second .type has larger grained - , 
sand temper, a.greyish exterior, not quite as well pol
ished an.interior, and occurs in only one shape, outcurved 
bowls, About two or three percent of the total pottery at 
the site has large grained temper while the finer grained 
type comprises .about 20^, As will be shown shortly, the , 
black interior pottery of,phases later than the pithouse: 
village had redder exteriors than ForestdaLe Smudged, 
Therefore, this grey exterior pottery,typologically a -
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forerunner of Forestdale Smudged, very, p nob ably, fills' 
this position in time. Direct evidence placing it before. 
Forestdale Smudged will probably be found shortly. In
direct evidence is: the grey exterior type is found in
earlier Basketmaker sites than is the reddish-brown 

' 1exterior type., and the reddish brown exterior type lasts
ointo the Pueblo I period ,

Mera, in his work in the Petrified Forest region^,
describes a type which he calls Woodruff Smudged and; from
the description it is the same as the grey exterior type
at Forestdale*. There are some sites which, have a polished
plain brown and g polished unslipped red with the Woodruff
Smudged^ and there are sites which have both smudged types**,
The.unslipped, polished red .is the same paste as Woodruff 

6Smudged, and is probably the prototype of Forestdale Red, 
Hough mentions sites in Milky. Hollow vzhich have only brown, 
black and red pottery?* r - -

Woodruff Smudged was not as well made as Forestdale* 
but it was still much finer than Basketmaker pottery. If 
Woodruff Smudged is the prototype of Forestdale, Smudged. 
as is believed, it must have been in existence by 600 A»D,, 
and very probably much earlier. Indirect.evidence for this

i; Roberts, F;'He, Jr,, 1929, pp, 117-118; 1931, pp. 117-118
2: ibid;, 1929; 1931' ......
3. Mera, H. P,, 1934, p. 8-12 
4: ibid:
5; ibid;
e; ibia;- / ,• " v . . :: , : ; •. . :.. ; ' ,
7. Hotigh, W.,'1903, p. 319



is that Forestdale Smudged had tieen developed before 700 A.D. 
at the site excavated and at Snaketown, Forestdale Smudged 
was intrusive in-the Gila Butte Phase, 500 to 700 A#D*

Woodruff Smudged has a paste very much like that of the 
polished Woodruff Brown potteryi, The chief-difference 
between the two is that smudged interiors occur only on 
bowls while the plain brown occurs as jars. Associated 
with the brown and smudged types was a red. Woodruff Red, 
which also has the same paste. The exact cause for the 
difference between the red and brown color is unknown^ but 
the red bowls were fired mouth up with free access to oxygens 
the brown jars probably had the fuel piled about them in a 
different manner. " Chemical analysis' and firing experiments 
will be necessary to determine that e Smudging was probably 
originated when bowls were fired upside down over some 
fuel. The result was liked" well enough for the technique 
to be developed. Woodruff-Smudged very probably represents 
the oldest smudged type in the Southwest; certainly it is 
the oldest of which we have knowledge. "

About the time-that the Basketmakers were-learning how 
to - make pottery, these Mountain peoples discovered the very 
fine clay which was used for the smudged and the red types 
thereafter. •. r- : 1

1. Gladwirii H. S., Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B e, Gladwin, N., 
% 0 3 * 7 ^  p *  ' 2 X 4  - ■■ ■ ■ "*— s     • - -•   —  -



‘ r-USE OP THE-. SMUDGING TECHNIQUE IN . ■ -
THE WHITE MOUNTAIN REGION

.The occupation ;of Foreatdale, pithouse village was 
continuous at least - until the beginning of Pueblo I •
On the floor of one house several Pueblo I black-on-white 
sherds were found, the plain brown pottery was. not quite 
as well polished as before, the smudged was a little 
t h i c k e r a n d  there was a higher percentage of the hybrid 
type of brown pottery.; This hybrid type, known as . : 
Forestdale Plain/ seems to be the type from which later = 
plain wares incthe; ar,ea;developed. : v : v ,

-It was,,during the Pueblo I Period, or 700 to 900 A.D. 
that the real dominance of Anasazi Culture over that of 
the Mountain branch of the Mogollon began. The people .. 
left their pithouse village and.began to live in small 
one and two-room masonry houses scattered along the 
edge of the valley on low ridges. Black-on-white 
decorated pottery predominated over all other types. 
Utility.wares are no-longer well polished;, neck banded, 
and later corrugated:jars, are made. However, the , 
utility ware is still brown-in contrast to the gray and 
white of the Anasazi neck banded and corrugated wares 
to the north. In fact, throughout the whole prehistory 
of the White Mountain region, utility wares are fired 
In an oxidizing,atmosphere and are therefore some shade 
of brown, red, buff, or orange. 1

- ; ; *:;r -■ • ‘ ? .
1. Colton, H, S ., and Hargrave, L. L., 1937, p. 8



The ddnilnance of hL ack-on-white decorated pottery
over other wares continued until Pueblo III, at which
tin® there' was a greater concentration of people in
the area/ and; all. were congregated into a f enr large *
pueblos> A 'small amount of1 red pottery was present in
all phases, some plain, some with a black interior', and

* 1some with a black painted decoration V  In late Pueblo III,, 
the biack-dn-red types increase and become polychromes^ 
with the addition of vhite. : In Pueblo IV the black and 
^bite on red polychromes are dominant, the black-oh-white 

^ave died o u t a n d  the other red types, as plain, 
corrugated, and smudged, increase^. The continuity of 
certain basic pottery traits as shown by the oxidized 
utility wares and the red decorated wares Is indicative 
of a basic continuity of culture despite the overlay of 
another culture, the Anasazi, on the Mogolloh base®

The technique of smudging of pottery is a trait 
which continues through all periods of the prehistory1 
of the White Mountain area and even into the historic 
periods* In fact, one type of smudged pottery parallels 
the San Francisco Red of southwestern New Mexico in its 
longevity without appreciable change* * * * 5 . Smudged plain 
bowls were made continuously from the earliest period

1 > Museum" of Northern Arizona Survey,- University of •
‘ Arizona Survey ' • • • - * •

2 ;  Haury> E* W i >-1931 i pp. 29-30, Mera, H. P., 1934, p. 21 
3i Hahry, E. W., 1931, p. 31, p. 74 ' " . . .. .
4; Fewkes,' J. "W., 1901, p: 140; Haury, E. W., 1931, p. 78
5. Mera, H. P,, 1934, p, 12



until.Pueblo. IV with, only three gradual and -slight
changes through the centuries, These changes are: - - .
exteriors, become a bright red, vessel walls thicken
slightly, and the paste is harder with, a more, obvious

Xbut still fine sand temper . Only the two end points of
this line can really be objectively differentiated? all
the rest is .transitional, sometimes closer to one end
than to the other, and lacking-sufficient objective
differences to define types-by periods. Sites found;in

.stiryey :°f iForestdale Valley show every gradation
from the gray-brown to the red exterior type. • : ;
'The-late;end of this development has been called

2Showlgw Smudged.by Mera . He describes it for the Petri
fled,Forest Region as of Pueblo II times, and as being 
sufficiently different from the earlier Forestdede type 
to receive a new name. jA.t this time, . the plain brown ;
utility ware becomes sherd.tempered and is associated

5with a Chaco-influenced black-on-white . Evidently it 
is in the Pueblo II period:that the exterior surface of 
bowls becomes more red than brown and the paste changes 
are sufficient ,to- mark the end of Fprestdale and the ; ; - 
beginning of Showlow Smudged types. - - - ' : :
; With the devel opment of Showlow Smudged a new type, 
McDonald Corrugated, appears with smudged interior and I. * 3

I. Mera/ H. P., 1934, p. 12
2; ibid:
3. ibid. . , - ,



corrugated exterior bowls . It is during the early
. . . .. . . . - • •• * - ' -

Pueblo II horizon that corrugated pottery becomes;common
2in the Southwest » As corrugation and smudging are a 

combination frequently seen, it will be necessary before 
continuing with the history of smudged pottery, to diverge 
for a short while to 'discuss the brigiri and: development 
of corrugation. ■ - - . ' >=; r : :
• v. Corrugated pottery was made .almost;.continuously in - 
the:northern;part of:the Southwest from late Pueblo I 
into Pueblo V. It is unique to the Southwest in the 
western hemisphere * s aye forone short-lived type in 
the British Honduras ; the structural coils of this 
type were emphasized by grooves on,the exterior, The 
origin of:corrugation;in the Southwest is not completely
known# For many years, it was thought that corrugation
* * 4 * * ~ «-■'•* ... '*• ... • - # , . - - *

grew out of neck banded jars made in the Pueblo I period
which are called Kana-a gray* 3 4  5. The neck coils of the ;
jars were left^as plain wide bands oh the exterior*
Beginning with the Pueblo II period, whole vessels h a d .
wide unobliterated coils oh the exterior. Some were plain,
others had exhuberant and flamboyant patterns' indented in

5them, and occasionally tboled or incised lines also ,
In the Pueblo III period, the coils were,finer and narrower;

i; ..Colton,•H,;S.:& Hargrave,..L^L;, 1937, p. 61 ... ..
21 Roberts, P. H. H. Jr.', 1931, p. 116
3, Thompson, !, "E., 1939, p; 104 *• - '
4; Coltbnv H; S . &  Hargrave/.Li Lii 1937, p. 195 ' • • -
5. Colton,:H. S & Hargrave,L. L 19375 Roberts, F.H.H. Jr 

1931, pp. 122-123



indented patterns were more restrained. The finest "
corrugated types of the Anasazi Culture occur in the 

.... 1" .......Chaco Canyon . - • •v. :
Since the recognition of the Hogoilon culture, new 

light has been shed on the subject. Alma Neck Banded - 
occurs ih the Georgetown and San Francisco phases , 1
thought to be contemporanebus with the Basketmaker III 
and Pueblo I periods of the Anasazi, In the Three Circle 
Phase, roughly correlated with Pueblo II, fine, even 
clapboard cbrrugations were made'bn jar necks5 . •This 
fine coiling was plain and occasionally polished, v?—

Acr oss the whole Mogollon Rim, from west central New 
Mexico to northwestern Arizona, corrugation was-first 
used between 900 and 1000 A.D., and it followed a style 
similiar to that of the Mlmbres stem of the Mogollon.
The best' was made in the eastern portion of the Mogollon 
Rim and the coils were thin and regular. The coils were 
left as ribbingi or were Indented all over, or were in
dented in patterns. Occasionally in the east, the coils 
and patterns were partially obliterated by hand smoothing 
or stone- polishingj in the west this obliteration was 
more frequent. The first three coils below the rim were 
often plain while the rest were indented, or vice versa, 
or the first three had a - different pattern made by .■ 1

1. Hawley,' "F ; M ; > p . 50- 51 - in - ‘ "
' Kluckhohn, • C v, & Reiter-, P ., 1939 

2; Haury> E: W., 1936a, p. 55
3. ibid., p. 36



indentations, or they were tooled rather than finger
nail Indented’**# - - : ̂ • v ' , r

Associated with all-over corrugation on howl ex
teriors in the portion: of the MogolIon Rim about the , 
Arizona-New Mexico.border was a type:which refiected the
differentiation of the first two or three coils on bowls

2made farther west . This type was distinctive to this 
region. Bowls of this type have a smoothed polished . 
exterior except that two or three coils just below the 
rim were unobliterated; these coils were either in- 
dented or plain. The best completely-corrugated types y 
were'made in this region at a time which would be comp
arable to late Pueblo II and early Pueblo III in the 
Anasazi are a, or about 1000 to ll00 A;D. While the ; 
fine st corrugati ons of the Chaco Canyon were made at 
approximately the same time and the best corrugated* 
wares of most of- the other Anasazi branches in early and 
middle Pueblo III times,■none■of it is comparable to 
that made in the Mogdllon culture. ~ . ; • 1 v.
" Following the Pueblo III period, the technique * 
declined, corrugations were sloppy, irregular, ill def
ined, and partially obliterated, r Gradually the corru- 
gated exterior was used less and less until it has, to. 
all intents and purposes, died out in the modern pueblos.

i; Colton,'H. "So^'Sc Hargrave , L. L., 1937, p. 56
2. Nesbitt, P. H., 1938, p. 139



; Although neck banding was; practised at an earlier 
time by the southern branch of the Mogolloh than it was 
by the Anasazii narrow ribbing and indented coiling seem 
to have started in both cultures between'900 and 1000 A.D„ 
Not only did it begin in these various places at about 
the same time, but it was well made at this tine also*

That portion of the development of corrugated styles
• * • - - •- • - ......... - • • • - . . • - • . . - .

which is of interest to a his tory of smudged pottery is 
that of the Mogoll on Him ’region." -The uniformity of :
corrugated style from east to west is best shown by the -L

* ' * * - - . .. - ■ ̂

typesj which have smudged interiors » I n f  act / a  majority 
of- the smudged pottery ; made in Pueblo-IX and III was 
also corrugated* . ‘ ‘

With the beginning of Pueblo II (horizon determined 
b y  black-on-white ware and utility corrugation style), 
a corrugated exterior is combined with a"smudged in
terior in the White Mountain area. Variations, which 
have all; been .included under one type name, McDonald 
Corrugated^, lasted from Pueblo II to e arly Pueblo IV.
The variations have never been thoroughly studied; if 
they were, time or -areal difference or both would 
probably be discovered. The corrugated styles included 
under this one type name are: wide to narrow clapboard,• 
all over and patterned indented on both wide and narrow 1

1. Colton, H. S • & Hargrave, L. L., 1937, p. 61



coils, polishing over the corrugations, and gem®trie 
designs painted in white over the corrugatlons bn all 
the above variations after the firing* The'painting in 
white probably cannot be used' as an horizon indicator 
unless a variation can be shown, in the ..simplicity or 
complexity of design, consistently in one horizon or if 
some pieces lacking white paint occurred* However,.such 
gre at - yar iati ons: in corrugated style will probably have 
a time and perhaps nareal value .when .they, are: thoroughly 
studied stratigraphically and the,distribution is plotted 
.There.are also changes in the exterior, color from 

brownish to reddish, but it is .never silpj®d or bright 
red* Both brown and red shades,are continually occurring 
side by side, and even on one vessel all possible color 
variations caused by lack of firing control will appear. 
Therefore, the color of McDonald Gorrugated is ho cri
terion for: time as it was on Showlow Smudged*
' ; ;The’paste of McDonald Corrugated has exactly the
same appearance as that of Forestdale Smudged, while ' 
Showlpw Smudged shows but a slight increase in the size 
of temper. Petrographic analysis will be necessary to , 
determine possible differences*

Both of these types together make up about 2Q$> of the 
pottery made during- the Late pueblo III - early IV 
horizon. The range of "McDonald..Corrugated and Showlow -



Smudged extended frcm. Chaves .Pass, .east to, the Zuni :.. 
region^ along the-Mogollon Rim, A,few of the sites in
this: region are Homolovi^, Chevlon"1- 2 * * * * * 8, Fourmile^, Showlow^,

2 4St , Johns , a Pueblo; IV site in the Forestdale Valley ,
and .many others both named and unnamed,

McDonald:Corrugated was traded as far north as r
Tsegitzen Mesa , in southern Utah, and Mesa Verde in
southwestern Colorado.

Both Showlow Smudged and McDonald-Corrugated seem to 
be the direct descendants.of Forestdale Smudged, all: • 
within the area of the origin of the smudging technique. 
There are really no obvious differences in the paste of 
the earlier and the later types. . : :

j. In the western portion of the region in ,which these 
smudged types were, made, there was a slight difference in 
the associated pottery. This difference was In the in
crease of the amount of decorated pottery with a yellow

7base color as opposed to a red base color . The yellow
color is characteristic of Hop! pottery after the end of;

8the Pueblo III period . -: • - " r.:/,
Toward the close of Pueblo IV when these large pueblos

i; Fewkes, J; W., 1901, p. 58, 59 ..... .... ...
2. Spier, L,, 1918, p.-341 v
3• Fewkes, J; W.> 1901, p. 140
4; Hough, :W., 1903, p.l63‘ ; :
5; Material in Los Angeles County Museum collected by Los 

Angeles Museum - Van Bergen Expedition 1930
6; Fewkes, J. W . , 1921, p. 74, fig. 80
7; McGregor> J: C*.>1931> pi 108, 109
8. Hargrave, L. L ., 1931, p. 118



in the western portion of the Mqgollon Rim were ahan-
doned, some of the people, it is thought, may have gone

"' l' 'north to the. Hopi Mesas * If that ware sp, smudged ,
pottery should,be expected at the Mesas after the move
ment • Until recently, no smudged pottery was known to 
occur, in that region at any time. In..the past few years, 
yellow pottery with smudged; interiors, has- been found in 
the last prehistoric period and in the first few historic 
periods2 ,. ...
■ At the eastern side of this region, McDonald Corru
gated and; Showlow Smudged grade into t ypes-made in the 
immediately pre-Spanish Zuni.sites and the latter types

ggrade into the-historic Zuni pottery • Some of.the-sites 
which show this-gradation are Springerville, Ojos Bonitos,
V/allace Tank, Pinnawa, the early historic Zuni villages,

........4* ""' "" ’ " 'and the present-day village . T h e  Pinedale, St, Johns,
and Fourmile Polychrome:series becomes Zuni glazes and 
polychromes, and the smudged interior types continue but 
become less well made, Zuni culture has other elements in 
it besides the White Mountain. Mogollon-Anasazi mixture, for
according to Mera, people from both Chaco and Mesa Verde

sboth go to make up the modern Zuni , * 5

«-» r- ., " . -• - *•' 1 ' - y - . - .... ... - • *
■ - ■ r- -t . " '

1; Colton, 'H, IS,,' April' 24^ 1940, pers onal interview 
21 Brew,'J.'O., March’2, 1940, letter 
3; Spier, L., 1918; .p. 341 ■ ■ -
4; ibidv I
5, Mera, H. P,, Oct, 2, 1939, lecture



;. '. THE USE OF THE SMUDGING TECHNIQUE ■ r -; . 
BY THE SALADO BRANCH

While Showl6w Smudged and McDonald Corrugated were 
beginning to develop, several other branches of the - 
Mountain Stem of the Mogollon became evident, A group, 
probably from this region, migrated west to 1 oin the 
Sinagua Branch "around Sunset Crater l and there made the 
Winona Red Series-which' is to be discussed later. An 
eastern group influenced the Reserve Branch which was 
intermediate"between the southern and'northern sterns, 
Finally, there was a group south of the White Mountains 
which has been called Salado,- This group evidently 
developed immediately south of the Mogollon Rim, prab- . 
ably in the'Pie as ant Valley’district^, . . . _

Beginning in Pueblo III there was an expansion to 
the south and east. Some"of the distinctive Salado 
pottery types were not carried along with.this expansion

•Z ' A  '

namely, Salado Red , salado Whlte-on-red , and Cibicue 
Polychrome5 , The types by which Salado Influence and 
occupation are recognized more generally are Pinto6, 
Gila7 , and Tonto Polychromes8 , and Glla^and Salt Red^"-.

1• McGregor, J, C,, 1937, pp, 48-49 
21 Gladwin> H; s . & W:; 1934.'fig. 5
3; "Gladwin", W. & H. S,, 1930a, p. 10 ----- --
4; ibid.- • ■ *• • ’ ' •••' -
5; Haury, E. W., 1934;;pp. 131-134 
6; Glidwin,"W. & H. S e> 1930a, p. 4
7; ibidi; pi 6 - • " : . ...
e; ibid.," p-. 8" "  '
9;' Shroeder> k '. H;> 1940 
10. Shroeder, A # H . ,  1940



The Sal ado Branch was first recognized as a definite 
:culture group in the area of the Tonto and Rooae.velt 
Basins', at a late horizon, 1200 to 1350 A.D. The ,
characteristic pottery types were polychromes and reds.
Since the. first recognition, the polychromes have been 
a development. out of an earlier black-on-red type para
llel to that of the Little Colorado Polychromes which

2came out of black-on-red . • . :
This branch in its earlier phases,,like the White... - -....  • - . . . . . . . .  .....  , .

Mountain branch, was overlain with Anasazl Culture, and
* - * -  • —  - ......- - , # ... .  . .....

for the Pueblo I, II, and III;periods black-on-white
e - • - — . - ....  - -- • - . - _ e

pottery is in the majority, : The last type of black-on-*.
3' *white for this area, Roosevelt black-on-white , is closely

related.to the black-on-whites made to the:north and east,
Puerco;and Tularosa, Earlier types, also simlliar to
those of the White Mountain Branch, have been"'recognized

4by Gila Pueblo but have not yet been* described . If i 
these ‘tentative types prove upon closer study to be dis
tinctive from the .closely related White Mountain types of 
the same period, it will follow that the Sal ado Branch 
had differentiated from the White Mount ain Branch in a 
late Pueblo I-early II horizon, but had the same root with 
it in the Porestdale Phase with a completely Mogollon Culture

i; Gladwin> Wi S Hi Si> 1931, p.*18
2; Gladwlri> w; & H; S.> 1930a, p. 5
3; Gladwin> W; &'H. S;> 1931, p. .47
4, Gladwin, H.'S. & W., 1934, fig. 5



Additional - evidence for the differentiation of ttie 
branches at that horizon, probably about:900 A*De, was 
found in the survey of the Forestdale Valley itself. 
Occasional sherds in Pueblo II sites had the-.character
istic “raspberry red” slip of the type known as Salado 
Red, indicating that at least this type had its beginning 
at an early, time. j. : - : , -

The very-distinctive red type, Salado Red, had its 
greatest popularity between 1200 and 1350 A,D. in the
Tonto.Basin.: Associated with It are two very closely........... - ... . • - .... . . . -  .. ... y .. . . **
related types; several others not so closely related. ' r
The latter types are not limited in distribution and are
not only characteristic of the Salado Branch throughout
the region south of the Rim but also extend into the
Hohokam territory. 7 * - .v \ - v

The three types which are limited in distribution
Xand are'so closely related are Salado Red , Salado White- 

on-Red^,'and Oiblque -Polychrome®• The paste of all three 
is soft, gritty, and filled with gold-colored mica specks 
Anajorlty of the vessels of all three have smudged in
teriors which are either unpolished or very poorly' 
polished, and have exterior with oblique corrugations 
showing varying degrees of obliteration by wiping and 
occasionally polishing. - - ' : • • 1

1. Haury, E. W., 1934, ;p. 134, ... , :
2; ibid,' " •• ■ • v ’
3. Haury, E . W . , 1934, pp* 131-134



The red and the whlte-on-red have a /'raspherry" . red
i ' X*slip . or m a h  upon the exterior . The white-on-red also 

has a ishite line geometric design p ainted; on the exterior. 
The design is usually made of narrow parallel lines 
arranged in' zigzag groups, and the: outside line of each 
group: was ticked. ' Both of these types.have traits which y
are.foreign to a Mogollon tradition. One is the presence
- - • - —  ̂ - ...............- * -...........  - - - • • .. . . . . . .  _ . . *  .. .. .

of abundant mica and the "other is the lack of polish;
The f ormer might be caused by .the presence of mica , in the 
available -clay/beds, but the latter indicates either a 
degeneration in the style of pottery finishing practiced 
or else a f oreign,influence * which was: strongly■for un* - 
polished pottery. The exterior corrugation oh both ty^s 
was either influenced- by McDonald Corrugated, or, if 
Salado Red began as early as it.is thought, both received 
the same influence. . :: - l • ■ •

Associated with the later phase, 1275 to 1350 A.D., 
of the first two types is another Cibicue polychrome which 
seemingly was a more direct outgrowth of the McDonald 
Corrugated. The exteriors were covered with almost >
completely obliterated corrugations over which occasionally

... . . . .  - . • - * ■ ■ - • • * • • --

was a red slip. Designs were painted on either the clay 
base or the slip in maroon red outlined with white, The 
elements are reminiscent of the stepped and flagged elements 1

1. A wash is unpolished; a slip .is polished.



on the exterior of Founnile Polychrome bowls« According
1 . ' : "...... ' ............................to Haury , occasional bowls have been found of an unnamed

type which is intermediate between McDonald Corrugated 
and Cibloue polychrome, This intermediate type has 
slightly obliterated coils* ?he interiors of both the 
intermediate and Cibicue Polychrome’ were smudged and poorly 
polished*'. ■/ ■: ^ '.a./:. • '

The more widespread Salado types are the polychromes/ 
Pinto, Gila, and Ton to, and the polished red and smudged . ; 
Salt * The polychromes ' are based on a development which 
appears to be in the .Little Col'crado Area alongside of the 
development of St'. Jolms, Pine dale, and Fourmile Polychrome 
series. Salt. Red from all appearances had a development 
parallel- to Showlow Smudged or was an outgrowth of the 
latter* The paste, has a feel similiar to that of Showlow 
Smudged, and also similiar to the feel of the other smudged 
types found along the Mogollon Rim Wiich appear to be 
descended from Forestdale Smudged. Petrographic analysis 
will be necessary to prove these relationships if they 
actually exist, and stratigraphic evidence will also be 
necessary, - Until these, things are done, we must:rely upon 
the appearances of the types and their relationships in 
both space and time • . .. . -

The paste of Salt Red has a sand temper, .some quartz- 1

1. Haury, E, Wi, 1934, pp, 131-134
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like grains, angular fragments, and no mica ; it is hard"
and compact o ' The exterior of Salt Red has a bright ned,
well polished slip. The polishing marks generally radiate
from the center, or go from a point on the rim across the
bottom of the vessel to a point on the rim directly 1
opposite the first point. About 30^ of the Salado pottery
in the Salt River Valley was Salt Red and about three-quarters
of the Salt Red jars and bowls were smudged on the interior^*
In other words, about 20^ of the pottery made by the Salado
was smudged' on the interior. This is approximately the
same-percentage7of smudged pottery as was made in the
White Mountains (McDonald Corrugated'and Showlow Smudged),
and also approximately the same percentage of smudged as
was made at the Forestdale pithouse village.' This simi-
llarlty in percentages of smudged pottery may be merely a
coincidence y or' it might’ possibly be indicative of the
relationship which is also'indicated by similiarities in
paste:and surface treatment and the relationship between
the associated wares. 5 " -

Thus far only one theory on the origin of Salt Red has
been given. Recently a second has been put forth by 

3Shroeder who claims that Salt Red is the result of an 
indigenous Hohokam development nhich was adopted by the 
Salado upon their entrance into the Lcwer Salt Valley. * * 3

li Shroeder, 1940
2; ibid; •
3. ibid.



This theory. however, does nqfc actually take into, account
that Salt Red was made in the area, from the Verde Valley 

2to Safford , at about the : same time and "before it appeared 
in that part of the Salt Valley to which some Salado ' 
groups migrated, . However, there are some arguments in 
favor of it especially when looking at the Salt River 
Valley sequences. These arguments are "based upon the 
presence in the two. phases preceding the Sal ado occupation 
of the Valley of a red ware with smudged interiors,

-   ■ - ■ • *•. -" - - *  ' ‘ . . . . . . . . . ..  .  " -  V ,  v  i. - ,  ' - - :. • ... . . .j.

In,order to fully explain the situation in the Hohokam
area, it will "be necessary to give a quick summary of .the
polished red and smudged ware situation. In the very
earliest phase, the Vahkir,, there is a polished plain red 

3type which has a great deal of mica in,the paste. Its 
frequency is ;abqut 4^ of the.total pottery in pure Vahkl 
Phase rubbish; this frequency decreases in the next two .... 
phases and the type is non-existent after the Snake town 
Phase, , .There are no more locally made r ed types until the 
Sacaton Phase, 900 to 1100 A.D., when Sacaton Red^ was 
made as less than 1% of the ceramic output. Only. bowl, 
forms occur which have a thick red polished slip on the 
interior, Sacaton Red appears to have.had a foreign 
inspiration. It must be remembered that during all * * 3 4

i; Gladwin; w; & H; s;> 1930" -'
2i Gladwin-, W. & = H.:S'.,;i93C^,p; 7 ' ’
3, Gladwih^-Hi S.,'-Haury, E. V/,, Sayles, E, B,, Gladwin, N
* 1937; p, 204-205

4, ibid,, pp, 202-204



Hohokam Phases, San Francisco Red is intrusive from tbs 
southern branch of the Mogollon, and that from the Gila
Butte: to the Sacaton1 Phases, 500 to 1100 A eD., smudged

1pottery was intrusive from the White Mountain region ..
: . Pot until the Santan Phase/ 1000 to 1100 A.D. ; is
red pottery made with a smudged interior. The paste is-'-.. . • - ...... - ......- - ■ - . - . . . . .  . * ..2full of mica and the surfaces are unpolished , The shapes- • • • ... - .. ...... - -   ... . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . *.

in which it was made are small globular jars with'a high 
straight neck sometimes having a handle, arid large bowls. 
There are occasional fireclouds upon the exteriors.
Santan Red is one of the- few "known diagnostics ‘for the 
Santan Phase, •. : . ' • , . - :

In the Soho Phase as Salado traits began to outweigh’; 
Hohokam traits, types called Gila Red3 and Gila Smudged4 
were made. Both of- these types are developments of Santan 
Red‘and they make up slightly less than half of the pottery 
output of this phase. The paste is simillar to Santan Red 
paste and cont ains a great deal of mica • - The se types 
were poorly polished and all the polishing'marks visible. 
The other difference is that the re are' a great many shapes 
in which these types were made, many varieties of bowls,• 
jars,- and pitchers. The frequency, of the Red is about 
15-20^ and -the smudged‘is about three-quarters of that3.

i; ibid., pp.;214-215' ' • ■
2; Gladwin,'H. S.;i933, p. 28-29 
3i Shroedor, A. H,, 1940 
4; ibid;
5© ibid # j ' ■ - . * —



in the Sal* River Valley ■with the beginning of the
next phase. Civano> 1200 A.D., Hohokmn traits have

.... ' ... ' ' ' ipractically disappeared in favor of the Salado • In the 
rest of the Hohokam area, the Salado people did not arrive 
until 1250 or 1300 A.D. and then hothSalado and Hohokam 
lived side by s i d e ^ . A  characteristic of the Clvsno Phase 
are Salt Red and Salt Smudged; they are the same except 
that the second has a smudged interior . If has been 
suggested that either the Sa.t Red and Smudged types are 
pure Salado, or that they are' the ■ result of a Hohokam 
development which was taken over by the Salado. Probably 
both are true to a certain extent• Salt Red paste 1 acks 
mica, is harder and finer than Gila Red paste, and also 
appears completely unrelated to the paste of Hohokam 
pottery in general. Its characteristics do seem to be 
related to the other Mogollon Rim red and smudged wares, 
both in paste and surface finish. -The surface finish 
could be related either way, however, because Gila Red ‘ 
has a similiar but poorer finish and was probably in
spired originally by one of its northern redware neighbors. 
The shapes in which Salt Red were made were probably taken 
over from the Hohokam because they never occurred in the 
Mogollon Rim region until introduced on Salt Red. All - 
things considered then. Salt Red and.Salt Smudged, are the 
results of several influences rather than just one line of 
development*

i; ibid.' '■
2. Haury, E, W.? 1934b



As Salt Red and Salt Smudged appeared ,idth the r 
Sal ado people -throughout vall the regions to ahldh ;thoy 
migrated, it seems most likely-that It m s  being made by 
them before the migration took place. Also #1 at when they 
migrated and saw the variety of pottery shapes made in the 
Hohokam area, they simply adopted them for their own use, 

About 1225 A.D., ,perhaps earlier, along the eastern 
portion of the Sal ado Area and associated with Salado 
sites,, are two related pottery types?" which appear to ■ : 
have: ••slightly,., different ̂ affinities, from anything hereto
fore discussed, Both of these types are traded as far

O  . *jr
south as Tucson and west as,far as Casa Grande0 and ; 

4Phoenix , and are Indicative of a very restricted time, 
1225. to 1375 A.D. Both have smudged ̂ nd. highly, burnished.
interiors. One has a polished red slipped exterior and 
the other has a polished painted red-on-brown exterior.
Both have a fine compact paste, occasionally with a slaty 
temper. The red exterior type alone could be considered 
merely as an outgrowth of the Mogollon Rim Smudging 
complex>. but combined with the red-on-brown, origins are 
not quite so simple. This second type, from the decorative 
style, surface finish, and color, is more closely related 
to a branch of the Southern Mogoll on Stem, a branch which

1; -- - Vickrey, I., in preparation ' —  - ■
21 excavation"of'University Ruin, Tucson 
3V Gl adwini H; s; > 1 9 2 8 / p. 25 ;L
4, Schmidt, E. F., 1927, p. 291



is intermediate in area between the Hohokam culture' and
the Mimbres ‘branch of the Mogdlldn", The pottery complex
in such a hranch would be a hybrid, that is, polished . '
red-on-brown with designs which are. Hohokam in character,

1 2Such a hybrid complex is known at Tucson and at Gleeson : 
there were probably other hybrid branches north of these 
two from which the particular types under discussion here 
were derived. Thus, when the Sal ado influence with smudging 
came down from the north, there were three influences which, 
coming together, made’ the types known as San Carl os Red
and San Carlos Red-on-troWn/ - . ‘ ^

The type associated with the red-on-brown is San Carlos 
Red and may have been the result of adding a smudged sur
face to a local type which had a polished slipped red in
terior and exterior, or it may be purely Salado in origin. 

This origin for the two San Carlos types is merely 
postulated as being the most logical because as yet there 
is no direct evidence for any particular origin of this 
ware,

After the short 200 year period of Salado influence and
3occupation in the Lower Salt and Gila drainages , the

people disappeared. Some are thought to have drifted east
" ' .......... “ ■......... . ...4to help form the so-called Animas Phase in the Mimbres

region. Others probably drifted south to the Chihuahua

i; Site excavated by Isabel Kellyj 1938 
2'm Site excavated' by Carr Tut hill, 1938-39 
3; Gladwin> H; s ;> 1937, p, 101 
4, Gladwin, H. S, & Y/o, 1934



area, for in the Classic Chihuahua Phase, 1400 A.D.,
r : ....... : ' . ' ' ' "1

it appears that there is some Salado influence • Some 
probably drifted back north. There is still the question,
"What became of them?" which must be answered in the... - . . . : -': ' : . .. - _ - - - 1 - - , ' - .. ' '
future. ■ . •  . - . • / ■; ■ vv

It is doubtful, if the few Saladu that drifted .to the 
south influenced the Classic Chihuahuan ware known as
Ramos Black. The shapes of .Ramos .'Black are more closely

2 .. ' " 'related to Mexican.shapes than they are to. southwestern:
»zthe incised decoration is Mexican in appearance • and the 

whole vessel is smudged^ rather than just the interior 
as were all of the earlier southwestern types.

.1; Gladwin,'W.'& H , S ;, 1934,'fig. 5 
2i Carey> H". A., 1931, ,p. 325-374 
3; ibid.,'p..345' ' - "  .
4. Sayles, E. B., 1936, p. 43



THE USE OF THE SMUDGING TECHNIQUE 
BY THE SINAGUA BRANCH OF THE MOGOLLON

- To the west of the Shite Mountains, Forestdale. y
Smudged,was traded to and found great. favor_in sites as
far distant as the San.Francisco Mountains'^ t It is f.ound
in numerousXsites all along the Little Colorado and on
the drainages to the region of Flagstaff, north central
Arizona, or the eastern.boundary of the Patayan Culture,
This region was the meeting ground of at least two 

2•cultures , and so presents a complicated picture even at
this early date.\ In many.sites two utility wares are ;

- —  - —  . . . . . . .  . . ....... . - •3 4present, Rio de Flag Brown*: and Eteadmens Gray • Both 
are paddle and anvil-made; Deadmans Gray was unpolished 
while Rio:de Flag Brown was almost always polished*
De admans Gray:frequently had a fugitive red wash upon 
the exterior, and when it has the red wash, the exterior 
surface is quite; rough. The temper of Rio de Flag Brown 
is quartz with light colored angular fragments and 
occasional glassy black rectangular crystals, while that 
of De admans Gray is abundant, medium to fine grained sand 
and very conspicuous on the surface, Rio de Flag was 
fired: in an oxidizing atmosphere .while De admans Gray was 
fired in a reducing atmosphere, 1

1, see list of sites up* 56' :
2; coiton-, h ; s ;, 1939b, pp-. 26, 34 - •
3; Colton, S . & Hargrave, L, .L,, 1937, p. 161
4. ibid,, p, 252



' : In the region about Flagstaff, the Rio de Flag Brown
is predominant, but going north and weat, Deadmans , :
gradually, replaces it as the dominant type of pottery,

Forestdale Smudged sherds are found Intrusive only at
sites in which Rio de Flag is the major utility ware,
andris not found"at sites in which Deadmans Gray is
dominant, This " can be .explained-logically; the area in -
which De admans Gray is ; found is further away from -.the
White Mountains than.the Rio de Flag.region is, Also,
the people who made Rio de Flag pottery, known as the
Sinagua Branch of the Mogollon Culture, were related to
the Mountain Mogoll oh, while the De admans Gray was made
by the Cohonino .Branch belonging to an unrelated culture

1*known as the P at ayah . .. . . :r , , ; ‘ i \
In a few sites having Forestdale Smudged intrusive 

are found sherds of unpolished but apparently intention
ally 'smudged bowls made of the Rio de Flag Brown paste.
It was noted during a study of survey and: excavated 
material of this culture at the Museum of Northern . 
Arizona that several sites had unpolished brown pottery, 
which, aside-from the lack of polish, was exactly the 
same as Rio de Flag Brown, It was only at these sites 
that Forestdale Smudged occurred> and:that the unpolished 
smudged brown was present. It was noticed further, that 
at sites in which the smudged brown pottery had a fair 1

1, Colton, H, S,, 1939b, pp, 26, 37



amount of polish, the piain brown also had some polish, 
and-'when the smudged wad well polished, so was the Rio de 
Flag Browh. ; ' .  ̂ : y

Since-Rio-de Flag Brown is known to have been well 
polished in the later phases of its existence, it seems 
quite probable that these unpolished sherds indicate an 
horizon'of about 700 A.Do or earlier in which unpolished, 
paddle and anvil, oxidized pottery was madee About 700 
to 800 A.Do, the people began to practice polishing and 
smudging of pottery upon becoming acquainted with the 
Forestdale Smudged pottery. A point which bears out 
this hypothesis is that the"sites having the well polished 
brown pottery had more and later intrusives from the 
Anasazi area than did the sites having the unpolished 
brown and the Forestdale intrusive pottery,

The Rio de Flag Brown with the smudged interiors 
appeared only in bowl shapes and has been called Rio de 
Flag Smudged ; Rio de Flag Smudged starts out as less 
than one percent of the total pottery made at a Sinagua 
site and later increases gradually to about 5$, This 
type continued at about this percentage until the time of 
the eruption of Sunset Crater, The eruption has "been 
dated eb about 305 A.D. by tree ring dates from houses

Q •- -beneath and above the cinder layer . Just preceding the

i;
2.

Colton;
Colton,

H; Si'& Hargrave 
H, S., 1936, p.

, L.
340

1937, p. 162



eruption, the pottery; was much finer than it had been 
when the local smudged type was first made 'in the region. 
The polishing had improved and the exterior had a reddish 
tinge, following the trend of the White Mountain Smudged 
types, : :

Following the eruption of Sunset Crater^ there was a
rather sharp break in local pottery for it very suddenly 
becomes distinct from pottery throughout the rest of the
Southwest because of a cinder temper*-. Both Rio de Flag 
Brown and Rio de Flag Smudged continue into• this period.
and are the same.as .before save for a cinder temper.and 
a.better surface finish. Gradually, Rio de Flag Smudged 
has a redder and redd.er exterior and s ometime- shortly 
before 1000 A.D. has disappeared in f avor of a. very 
similiar type having a red slipped exterior. Associated 
with-this is.a.related type having both.interior and ex
terior slipped.red. Both.have been included under the

2one type name, Sunset Red . N o t  only is Sunset Red in •
the area about Sunset Crater but also is fairly frequent

3as,far east and south as Clear Creek. . Occasional pieces
... .. ■ . V  . : 1"  ̂■ - -- " - ■......- - • ' -' * ' ■4,were traded east to the Chaco Canyon . :
. ... At about the same time - that Sunset Red was developing 

out of Rio de Flag Brown and Smudged, many new types - 
appear in the region of the cinder layer. A great many

i; Coltoni H; s., 1932, p. 45 / . * • ' ‘
2i Colton, H. S; & Hargrave; L." L., 1937, p. 163 
3 ; McGregor , f J . ‘ C . , :1931 > p ." 106 '
4. K l u c k h o h n C ,, 1 and Reiter> Pi, 1939, pp, 40-41



of these types quite obviously have a -foreign origin,
such as the Winona Red-on-buff series which is Hohokam
in origin'1*. - Along with the foreign pottery are other: -
traits such as house types, stonework, shell ornsments,
copper bells, and ball courts. Hot only do Eohokam:traits

2
come in but also Anasazi and Mogollon _' (a branch to the 
east of the Sinagua.Branch)e • As‘ there is a great popula
tion increase indicated in the region of Sunset Crater at 
this time , it seems proper to suppose, that people from 
these culture - areas represented by the foreign mate M a i  
traits' had immigrated into this district. . As has been 
indicated -by- Colton, the cinders )and ash so greatly: :• .;
improved the condition of the land for agriculture that 
it could easily support such an increased population 5 
thus the-reason for the migration of'people into the area,

: Seemingly fewer people immigrated from the more eastern 
Mogollon culture -areas than did from either the snasazi" 
or the Hohokam areas,-‘Reasons for this are obscure, -It
may simply be- that since the local Sinagua people were a

■ . 3
part of the Mountain Stem of the Mogollon differences were 
less obvious between the local and immigrant Mogollons than 
they were between 'the local people and the immigrant Hoho-~ 
kam or Anasazi, Hov/ever, it might actually, be that fewer * 2

i; McGregor,'J. Cv, 1937, np. 48-49
2. ibid. , ' pp; 48-51 ' *"' . .
' Colton; h ; s;y 1939; pp. 35-69 

3; Colton, H, S., 1936, p; 340 r 
4; ibid., 1936, p. 340; 1932, p. 16



people migrated from the eastern mountains for one reason
or another. . ...... .... . .■

The nev/ Mogollon pottery mede In..this region has-"been
called,the Winona Series and it;includes four-types,-Winona
Red, Winona Corrugated, Winona Smudged, and Winorio Black-

' i" ‘ * ''' .... " ' :'on red . All of these are typologically related t o - t h e v
Showlpw ' Series, of Showlow Red, Showlow Black-on-«red,. 1
Showlow Smudged, and Showlow Corrugated as described by-
,, 2 :: Mera * . _ : -r .. . ; ; ‘ .
. ■ ^^P.^a _9or5uSa'ted exhibits the type of corrugation .
which was mentioned in the discussion of corrugation as
being typical of the Mogollon Rim. This type is practically
indistinguishable from varieties of Upper Gila Corrugated,
and save for a slight difference in temper could not be
distinguished. The temper is predominantly minute light
colored angular fragments and white angular fragments are
• - _ % —1 - * - « -w -» , - * - “ ’ - - * * - '■ - . e. . •- , * ' - . . ... . .

sometimes conspicuous on the. surf ace , The developmental 
series . which culminated in the. Winona Series will prob
ably .be found. in the Mogollon Rim slightly to the west .

3of the.White Mountains • e;.' r--:1.
, Types of this Winona Series were quite popular as • 

trade pieces, some being found.as far east as Chaco Canyon. 
Several of the small: masonry pueblos^ of Chaco and also

c
Chetro Kbtl° have sherds of Winona Corrugated or Winona Red * 5

1* Colton, H,'s, & Hargrave,'L. L ., 1937, pi 49-51 
2;. Mera, H. P.,:i934,:pp. 12, 14" :•l: •■: :
3i Colt on > H; s i H a r g r a v e ,  ,1937, p,-54
4i'. Dutton/Bi Pi; 1938; pi 84'
5. Hawley, P. M., 1934, p. 44-45



present. Since both Winona and Sunset types from Flag
staff are found in Chaco there was obviously a great 
deal of trade across the country in the Pueblo II period 
or between 1000 and 1100 A.D, Colton suggests that it

' V : " ' • ' ■ ' ' - - :  ' . 1  "..vl vwent north by way of the ICayenta region to Chaco •
By the end of Pueblo II or the beginning of Pueblo III, 

the immigrant cultures of Flagstaff had intermingled and
blended to such an extent both among themselves and with

' .........  ‘ 2the local peoples that a hybrid type of culture resulted .
At a time equal to late Pueblo III and. early IV, 1300-1400 A.D 
the people began to concentrate in large masonry villages such 
as Elden Pueblo, Turkey Hill, and Chaves Pass, and others 
moved south to the Verde Valley . Also, a gradual decrease 
in the population began to take place,

Y/hile this is taking place, derivatives of Sunset Red 
abound while there are none for the Winona Series, Sunset 
Red continues to be made along with its derivatives known 
as Elden Corrugated* and Turkey Hill R e d .  Both have 
cinder temper and many other characteristics of the Sunset 
Red type, Turkey Hill Red, from all objective character
istics, seems to be a direct outgrowth of Sunset Red, Y/hile 
Elden Corrugated is related to Sunset Red in most appear
ances, the corrugation style is related to that of Winona * 2 * * 5

1; Interview with" H," SV" Col tony April "24, '1940 ~ " "
2. McGregor> J. C., April 23, 1940, A.A.A., Southwestern
' division, "paper : ' ..... '

31 Coltohy H; 81, September-1939, "interview"
4; .Colton, H, S, & Hargrave, L. L., 1937, n. 63 '
5. ibid., p. 165 .... ,

. . . .  ■ '• - ' . -• ■■ < '
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Corrugated or rather to the style of corrugation to
v/hiph Winona belongs. The coils are regular and even,
the fingernail indentations are regularly spaced, and
there is a slight polishing over the surface of the coils.

The people of the Verde at this time made a utility
type known as Tuzigoot Red'*' which very occasionally has a
smudged interior. Mainly it is a plain slipped and
polished type, Elden Corrugated was traded to the Verde 

..2occasionally .
At Chaves Pass, the recorded smudged types are

3 4McDonald Corrugated and Tonto Smudged^; both were locally 
made •

The next known occurrence of smudging in the north 
central portion of Arizona is on the Hopi Mesas.
Recently J. 0. Brew of the Peabody Museum has excavated 
at Awatovi and has shed much light upon early Hopi, cera
mics. Though the excavation has just been completed and 
the pottery is not as yet thoroughly studied, Mr. Brew 
has given me permission to say "that the smudged technique 
is very prominent in the Sikyatki period at Awatovi and

c
that it continues through the seventeenth century as well." 
It remains to be seen whether or not this smudged pottery 
is typologically connected with the earlier types to the 
east or to the west of the Mesas. Either is possible as

i;
2;
3.
4.
5.

ibid, pi 169
Spice^^L^H,.; -1933,-p; *55 ....  * *
Fewkes," J . 'W., 1901, p. 58; Colton, H. S.
1937," p. 61 '• • • • ...  .
Colton,"H. S., 1939b, p, 43, Colton, H. s 
1937, p. 166
Brew, J. 0., March 2, 1940, letter

& Hargrave , L J». , 

e & Hargrave, L.L.,



there are supposed to be influences frcm both directions 
to the Hop! Mesas•

:v



THE USE ■ OP THE SMUDGING TECHNIQUE 
IN NEW MEXICO
Upper Gila

To the east of the White-Mountains, the influence of
the: people who made smudged pottery did not become strong

1until late in the Reserve Phase•, the equivalent of the
Anasazi Pueblo II • Until that time, about 1000 A ,D., the
pottery and other material culture was closely.related to
the Southern Stem of. the Mogollon^. iAll the: known phases -

3from Cave Creek through San Francisco are present almost• ' ....  - - - - - - ....  - • - - . ..... _ ...
exactly as they are to the s outh. The'next phase after
San Francisco, the Reserve, shows' more Anasazl influence
than does its counterpart to the south, the Three Circle
Phase. Also in this phase, itiile the plain and textured
ware Is closer, to those of the Southern Stem than they
are to .the Mount a in. Stem of the: Mogoll on, the vessels are
beginning to be smudged. Nesbitt describes the textured

4wares as "darkr chocolate to black*’ or nsmudged” , : ’
• The next phase, however, shows a much more definite

c
western influence in: the presence of Reserve plain and

6Reserve Polychrome • Both of.these types have smudged 
black Interiors.. 'Reserve Plain appears as bowls and 
small jugs with a brown to black exterior, 'The temper

i;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6.

Gladwini H. s;-& Wo, 1934, fig. 3 
Nesbitt, r. H., loss -• • •
Excavations, Summer 1939, Martin, P. S. 
Nesbitt,'?. H., 1938, p. 138 
Ibid;; pi 93 '
ibid.,- p.. 93 :: : : V



is ".angular heterogenous .material’? e* Evidently the paste
varies from, a fine tiompact: mass -in tihi ch' the - temper - i s
barely visible to a coarser mass in itiioh the temper is
more obvious. The type, according to Nesbitt, appears

2to- be a development out of Alma Plain So in all prob
ability^ the people adopted the smudging technique for 
use with their plain ware. Occasiohally bowls Of this 
type have two or three coils below the. rim unobliterated 
and indented or scored; this type of rim decoration is 
called "fillet rim" .' 1 - : ‘ ‘  ̂,1

-with." the 'Reserve'Plain''in the masonry - 
houses at Starkweather are two other types having smudged 
interiors. One type has a red-brown exterior with a fillet 
rim and'also white painted decoration bii: the exterior5 .
This decoration consists of key and step elements very 
much like those on StV Johns Polychrome and McDonald 
Corrugated.* On which of these types the exterior white 
decoration occurs-the earliest is Unknown; very probably 
it occurred "on the corrugated types before it did on the
black-ori-red. S t . Johns Polychrome is the most definitely
" ' ' 4dated, 1100 to 1200 A.D. The Reserve Polychrcane type

probably began slightly earlier, and the beginning date 
for McDonald Corrugated is not known. Judging from survey 
associations, McDonald Corrugated; probably began somewhere

^ > ,P* . _     -   ...—  - -----2. ibid.i pi 139 .
s; ibid, ,: p. * 93; 139 • - * ' ; . • * •
4." Colton, H. S, & Hargrave, L. L., 1937, p. 104



between 900 and 1050 A,D. If that is so, McDonald 
Corrugated was the first known type to have this ex
terior white painted design. It may have inspired the 
other two types, or they may have received the same in
fluence which it did. The first, at present, seems to be 
the more likely possibility because St, Johns Polychrome 
is associated with McDonald Corrugated and because Reserve 
Polychrome received other influences from the White 
Mountain region.

The other smudged type which is associated with 
Reserve Plain has been called Upper Gila Corrugated"^. Of 
this type, only the bowls have smudged interiors; the 
exteriors are all brown to black. The varieties of 
exterior corrugation style on this one type almost rivals 
those on McDonald Corrugated. All the variations upon 
bowls with smudged interiors are fine and narrow with 
indented, incised or punched patterns. Some of the 
vessels were polished over the corrugations.

The paste of these last two types is fine and com-
2pact with a temper of ”fine heterogeneous materials’1 or

2
"fine materials, mostly sand". From personal observation 
the paste of both of these types appears to be very simi- 
liar to that of Forestdale Smudged.

The region in which these three types abound is 
roughly triangular, extending from the eastern portion

i;
2 . Nesbitt, P. H e, 1938, 

ibid,, pp, 139-140
pp. 93, 139-140
i3U72u
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of the White Mountains on the northwest, to the Tula- 
rosa Valley and Upper Gila on the east and includes the 
Blue and parts of the San Francisco Rivers on the south
west, Upper Gila Corrugated was traded in abundance to 
the east, to the Gio Grande villages of an equal age.
The furthest known extent east was to the Forked 
Lightning site near Pecos4 , and southeast into the lower 
Rio Grande in New. Mexico,

_ This Reserve pottery complex lasted in the region in 
.v/hich it was indigenous almost to the end of the Pueblo III 
Anasazi period. After this, practically nothing is known 
of the eastern parts of the triangle. Along the southern 
edge of the triangle, Salado appeared ; along the northwest, 
the Pinedale-Fourmile polychrome^ complex replaced it or 
grew out of it. . ; r - - ,

C ■

■ vcc

.'! '

i; Spier', L;> 1919> p.'372'
2; Hough, W., ‘1907, pp", *40, 44-45
3;’ Mera7 H. P ., *1935, p. 15 * • '• ~ *   - - ' ~
4; Kidder, *A.*V. & Amsden, C . A., 1931, p, 16
5. -Mera, H.rP., April 23, 1940, AAAS, Southwestern division
* paper ' * * *' ..6; Gladwin; H; s ; & w;; 1934'

7. Gladwin, H. S. & W., 1934, fig. 3



. Rio Grande

In the earliest horizons of pottery making on the 
middle Rio Grande, there are intrusive sherds v/nich, from 
Mera’s description, sound very much like Forestdale
' V ' 1 \ % ' . • ■ ’Smudged . The earliest Rio Grande horizons are called

Chaco I and Chaco II; these names are used because the
dominant black-on-white pottery of the first phase is
similiar to Chaco I or Baslcetmaker III in the Chaco 

2region , and the next phase has a variant of Chaco II or
- 2Pueblo I of the Chaco Canyon « The so-called Chaco II

of the Rio Grande lags and extends into what would be a
3Pueblo II horizbn'in the Chaco proper • Towards the end 

of Chaco II there are intrusives which, from the des-
. " ' v.:- v . , ; - - ; - - - ; 4 " ; '
criptions> appear to be Showlow Smudged and either

. ‘ n : -• 5McDonald Corrugated or Upper Gila Corrugated .
At the end of the Chaco II period, a local smudged 

type is made in the region of the Rio Grande from the 
Rio San Jose and the Puerco of the East south to Socorro
' " ' , - : ' ' ' r . .. V . ‘ : : : - - ' ■- '.■■■and west to the Datil National Forest, Associated with 
the local smudged type is a Chaco derived black-on-white 
called Socorro Black-on-white.

The smudged type,, called Los Lunas Smudged , ha'g a 
soft, sandy, and friable paste which contains crystalline

i; Merai'HVP., 1935, p. 5
2; ibid.i p;.5.. / . .
3; ibid;; p; 6 
4; ibid;; P ; 6
5; ibid;; p; 6 
6. ibid., p. 28



Beginning with the X8th century and coming down to the
•t -

present time, Kapo Black'1* and its derivatives have been
made e The exteriors are slipped, polished, and then
smudged, probably by the same methods used for San
Ildefonso Black which is one of the derivatives of Kapo
Black. This type was originally made in S'anta' Clara^
and San Juan . It was also made in the pueblo of Pecos*
much farther east, where it was associated with the types
which replaced the glaze ware.

Kapo Black is the first Southwestern type to be
purposely smudged on the exterior aside from the Mexican
influenced Chihuahua black ware. Mera says:

....  11 • • V  • . given a widespread under
standing of the process, it was only natural 
that in the course of time someone would 
experiment with such"a-finish for exterior 
application . • • .' .”5

However, the technique was known and in constant use by 
peoples centering along the Mogollon Rim from at least 
before 700.A. D. to 1700 A.D. before anyone experimented 
with it as a finish for the exterior of vessels.

The pueblos making polished black pottery today are .
C VSanta Clara, San Juan, Santo Domingo,, and San Ildefonso .

i; ' Mera; K. P., 1939, pp.14-16 
2; ibid; ' ,
3; ibid. - ' * " ' • ' "
4; Kidder,"M."Ao & A; V:, 1917, pp. 337-338, 348
5; Mera," K. P;, 1939, p; 16 
6; Chapman, "K. M. ,'1936, p. 188 
7. Gut he, C ., 1925, p. 74



incl-usions and many; white; specks . The exterior is nor
mally a brownish black color, but occasionally is slipped 
red. The structural coils are usually left unobliterated 
on the exterior j they are very fine and frequently' "only 
about 1 A 6 of an inch is exposed. Patterns were indented, 
punched or incised in the coils much the same as they were 
on both McDonald Corrugated and:on Upper Gila Corrugated, 
Frequently the coils, were.rubbed or slightly polished in 
order to make the surfaces even, and sometimes the coils 
on the lower part of the vessels were almost completely 
obliterated by rubbing and polishing. The Los Lunas type 
of Smudged pottery appears to be a very close relative bf 
Upper Gila Corrugated, and since both are inexistence at 
approximately the same time in adjoining areas, this is 
quite probable,

A type related to Los Lunas but much coarser is 
associated with Los Padillas glaze-polychrome"*", which is 
intermediate between St. Johns Polychrome and the Rio 
Grande Glazes.

The ending date for Los Lunas Smudged has not been 
placed exactly, but it probably was about 1300 or 1400 A ,D. 
at the very latest.

From then until. the beginning o f . the 18th century . _ ....
utility types in the.Lower and Middle Rio Grande Pueblos

. . ' 2 ‘have had smudged interiors .

i; Mera/ H. P.y 1935> p. 33 ........... " ' "" " '
2, Mora, H. P,, 1939, pp, 14-16; Chapman, K, M ,, 1936, p. 7



At present, however, it is made for tourist trade, not 
home use #

Still further away from the center of smudging in
southeastern Hew Mexico another branch of the Mogollon
resided. In the early periods the people in this part
of the Southwest made a plain brown ware which occasionally 
■ ■ : ' ] * " ' - . 

was smudged on the interior . Later when Upper 'Gila
Corrugated was traded to this region, they made imitations
of it. 1

1. Hera, H. P,, April 23, 1940, AAAS, Southwestern division 
paper ' '' - -



' SUMMARY ' :
. Aim . :

COHCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to locate the origin of the 
technique of amudging pottery "which was practiced in the 
Southwest, and to show the spread of the use of the 
technique in the same area. It was found that smudging 
has been practiced continuously from at least 700 A.D. 
to the present day, and that its greatest use was along 
the mountainous belt of central Arizona, called the 
Mogollon Rim, and into central Uew Mexico to the Rio 
Grande, .Figure 1 shows the chronological position of 
the various smudged types, and their probable relation*- 
ships to one another. The maps at the end show the : 
distribution of the technique at various horizons.

The rel ati onships of the mountainous regions have 
been-discussed by Mera, Gladwin, and Colt on in nxmer ous 
reports, and their findings and terminologies have been 
revised many times. The latest revision is that the 
several-cultures of this region are branches of the 
northern stem of the Mogollon Root, and that at a very 
early time all are overlaid with Anasazi Culture, and 
the resulting complex is a mixture of the two cultures.

The Mogollon Root has a southern stem which is 
differentiated from the northern on the basis of certain 
differences in pottery and by the fact that It was not
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overlaid /by Anasazi culture quite as early as was the 
northern stem. The southern stem includes the southern 
half of Mew Mexico and northern Chihuahua. There are 
many branches within each stem, and some that are inter
mediate between the two stems. It is the branches of 
the northern stem with which we are concerned, partic
ularly the White Mountain Branch.

The earliest smudged type recorded was made in the 
region extending from Woodruff Butte south into the White 
Mountains. It was apparently developed by a people who 
had a knowledge of pottery making before they developed 
the smudging technique.

Their pottery had a medium grained temper, was polished, 
and was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere to gray-brown and 
fed colors. Smudging probably began by inverting bowls 
over the fuel during the firing. The black resulting 
from the unintentional smothering of the fuel was 
sufficiently pleasing that bowls were fired that way 
purposely. This early complex consisted of three types. 
Woodruff Brown, Woodruff Red, and Woodruff Smudged. All 
were apparently made of the same paste but fired differently

Smudging seems to have developed about the time that 
a more northern people, the Anasazi, were learning to make 
pottery; quite possibly it developed even earlier.

Before 700 A.D., Woodruff Smudged had developed into 
another type, Forestdale Smudged, which is distinguished



from Woodruff by. a finer paste , a glossy, burnished 
surface, and a more red-brown exterior• The fine paste 
was used for the polished red bowls associated with the 
smudged bowls, but_ the utility ware paste remained the 
same, • . - : - " - -'

With the use of the fine paste for smudged pottery 
came its widespread trade, Forestdale Smudged is found . 
along the natural trade routes out of the petrified 
Forest-White Mountain region, down the Little Colorado 
and its north and south drainages, up the Puerco north 
to the San Juan drainage system, and east to the Rio Grande, 
south through the White and Salt rivers t o ,the Inspiration 
district, and even to the Gila Basin. •

While the pottery was traded to all of these regions, 
the technique followed the east-west routes to peoples 
having related cultures and not the north-south routes to 
peoples with different:cultures. An exception to this was 
a short-lived imitation of Forestdale Smudged which was 
made in the Late Basketmaker period by the Anasazi people 
living along the Oraibi W a s h . T h e  interiors of gray 
Basketmaker bowls were smudged.and very poorly polished.

Among related cultures, the technique seems to.have 
found favor to the northwest earlier than to the east or 
southeast. A- reason for this is suggested by the following: 
from a study of the pottery made in the mountain belt and 
in southwestern New Mexico, .it appeared: that the early



horizons to the northwest were cruder and less refined 
than those of a comparable time to the east and southeast. 
In other words,- the center" of Mogollon culture was In 
southwestern New Mexico and the farther one goes from : 
that center, the less advanced ware the cultures * Also, 
the earliest horizons of the Mogollon culture and the only 
pottery horizons in the Southwest lacking intrusives have 
been found between Reserve, New Mexico and Gave Creek, 
southeastern Arizona. The hypothesis suggested by this 
is that the pottery complex to the south and east had 
already taken shape and was influencing the western cul
tures rather than being influenced by them, while the: 
complex-to the west of the White Mountain region was 
still in its formative stages and so was easily influenced 
by.the more advanced culture to the east.

To continue, an imitation of Forestdale Smudged, Rio 
de Flag Smudged, was made in the west by the Sinagua 
Branch of the Mogollon. It was a minor type and was 
made of the same paste which was used for the brown utility 
ware. Apparently both the utility and the smudged wares 
were made by the paddle and anvil method of construction, 
and were unpolished at first. The region about Flagstaff 
seems to have been the only place in which the technique 
was adopted until about 950 A.D. V

Between 950 and 1050 A.D. the smudging of bowl in
teriors became widespread and was combined with corrugated 
exteriors. Along the Mogollon Rim this combination appears



fully developed except In one region, Clear Creek to 
St. Johns. A few sherds present in survey collections 
from the eastern part of the district seem to belong to 
developmental stages of McDonald Corrugated. Further sur
vey and excavation will be necessary to ascertain these 
possible developmental stages. The beginnings of other 
types may be disclosed by such work also#

The corrugated-smudged types along the Mogollon Rim 
are similiar, and frequently when sherds from widely 
separated localities are placed side by side they are 
almost impossible to distinguish. There are some differ
ences in paste composition but they .are often difficult to 
observe. In the west, the corrugations are frequently 
partially obliterated by wiping or polishing and are 
slipped red on the exterior while in the east, these 
things are only occasionally done.

Types with smooth exteriors were made along with 
corrugated exterior styles, and they show the same varia
tions in paste and frequency of slipped exteriors that 
the corrugated types do. :
; However, a series made in west; by the Sinagua is 
distinctive from all others because the clay was tempered 
with cinder. This series was derived from Rio de Flag 
Smudged after the eruption of Sunset Crater about 885 A.D. 
Another series of this same region, Winona Red, lacks the 
cinder temper and it was made by an eastern people who
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migrated to the region of the ash fall because the land 
was so greatly Improved for agriculture.
. For the next few centuries the smudged and. corrugated 
types and derivations of them were m a d e  along the Rim, 
and the corrugated-smudged combination spread east to the 
Rio Grande. Between 1200 and 1300 A.D., the pottery complex 
associated with smudged wares changed from predominately 
black-on-white, to predominately black-on-red and polychromes.

A derivative of the White Mountain Branch of the Mogollon, 
the Salado Branch, began to expand southward from the Tonto 
and Roosevelt Basins between 1100 and 1200 A.D. Their in
fluence spread ahead of them, and the Hohokam began to 
make a ware with a smudged interior and a reddish exterior. 
This ware developed and in its development approached the 
red ware made by the Salado. Finally the Salado people 
arrived in the Hohokam territory and dominated it from 
1200 or 1300 to 1400 A.D. . >

The Salado pottery is found in southwestern Hew Mexico 
along with pottery representing many other cultural branches. 
This occupation of the region by a mixed group occurred 
sometime after the region had been abandoned by the 
Mlmbreifos, and it is called the Animas Phase.

From 1050 A. D. on, the smudging of browl interiors 
was practiced along the Rio Grande. The first type is very 
similiar to those made further west, it was derived from 
the type made in western Hew Mexico known as Upper Gila 
Corrugated which apparently developed with the corrugated-



smudged combination of the rest of the MogoXlbn Rim.
Prom 1400 to 1700 A. D. the interiors of utility wares 

were smudged in the Hopi, the Zuni, and the Rio Grande 
regions. In the Hopi district it has only been recorded 
from Awatovi during the last prehistoric period until 
1700 A,D. Whether or not the technique was used at the 
other Hopi towns is unknown. Evidently-in the Zuni:region 
the technique has been continuous practically to the present 
day. . - ' . - •_

interiors of utility wares were smudged by the Middle 
Rio Grande pueblos until 1700 A.D. At that time. Santa 
Clara and San Juan began the practice of smxxfyng exteriors 
in place of making painted wares. At Pecos, the polished 
black exterior ware was made along with the modern p ainted 
wares. From these pueblos, the smudging of exteriors 
spread to San Ildefonso and, most recently, to Santo Domingo. 
Pecos was abandoned in the 1800’s and now, smudged pottery 
is made only at the other four pueblos, most recently, for 
tourist trade particularly.

Thus, the technique of smudging has one of the longest 
histories in the Southwest. An interesting point is that 
always associated with it are oxidized utility wares and 
polished red bowls. The latter are exactly like the 
smudged types but were fired in an oxidizing rather than 
a smudging-a t m o s p h e r e ’ .

Anbther point is that the technique was originated in 
the Mogollon Rim and has always been used somewhere in that



region until recently. Occasionally the use of the 
technique spread out into other regions, but did not con
tinue elsewhere for long save for the latest northward 
move with the modern pueblos®

Almost all of the smudged types mentioned were traded 
far and wide. However, no one type was ever traded as 
widely as was the one made about 700 A.D. in the Petrified 
Forest-White Mountain district. The decrease of trade in 
smudged wares was probably due to the development of fine 
painted wares which made more attractive trade pieces.

The origin of the smudging technique is intimately 
connected with the early history of the Mogollcn Culture, 
and when its origin and early trade are more thoroughly . 
understood, much will have been done to clear the problem 
of the early cultures along the Mogollon Rim,

A further study of the beginnings of this technique 
and the culture complex of which it is a part will show 
the Inter-relations of the Anasazi and the Mogollon in. 
one of their first mixing grounds. The Mogollon is the 
earliest pottery making culture in the Southwest and it 
is overlaid by Anasazi after the latter learned to make 
pottery. Yet basic Mogollon traits persist even after 
the characteristic ^Anasazi black-on-white pottery had 
died out.

Several problems have been brought forth in this thesis 
which can be solved only by further work. Statements of



the work necessary foilow:in,the determination of:
1, The horizon preceding that in which Woodruff 

Smudged was made •
2, The horizon in which Woodruff Smudged occurs 

without Forestdale Smudged, if such exists.
3, The exact distribution of Forestdale Smudged as 

an intrusive type. Some of the early trade 
routes used in the Southwest can be outlined by 
this *

4* The horizons in the Mogollon Rim region and just 
below the Rim which are comparable to Pueblo I 
and Pueblo IT. This will fill one of the 
greatest gaps in the prehistory of the Southwest 
Particularly necessary is a study of the early 
corrugated types„

5, The connections between the northern and 
southern stems of the Mogollon Root in the 
region between the Upper Gila and White Rivers.

6. The •later: prehistoric and early historic 
horizons in the Southwest which will fill 
another gap in Southwestern prehistory*

7* The connection, if any, of the smudged pottery 
of the Fremont River with the development in 
the Mogollon Rib.
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Finally, petrographic analyses of all the 
types of smudged, pottery will he necessary 
to determine differences, and to he able to 
recognize the various types when they are 
intrusives. It may also show the closeness 
of the relationships between various types. '
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APPENDIX

The smudged types not described in the. Colton and
Hargrave "Handbook of Northern Arizona Pottery Wares"
or "Some Southwestern Pottery Series" of the Medallion
Papers or those for which the descriptions have been

1revised, will be described here , These revisions are
based on a combination of two divisions in the following
form: DESCRIBED BY and TYPE SPECIMENS .
WOODRUFF SMUDGED, revised description.

DESCRIBED-BY:' Mera, 1934, p. 6; Colton and Hargrave, 
1937, pp. 59-60'

NAMED BY: Mera, 10c. cit.
TYPE SPECIMENS:' Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe,

New Mexico.™ Cotype sherd noi AT800 in the Type 
Collection of the Museum of Northern Arizona, 
Forestdale Collection of the Arizona State 
Museum, Tucson, Arizona.

TYPE SITE: ' LA1399
STAGE: early Basketmaker.'III
TIME: probably pre-700 A.D.
DESCRIPTION: Constructed: by coiling. Fired:"in

oxidizing atmopshere in inverted position.
Core: black, gray or brown. Temper: quartz sand, 
angular fragments slightly noticeable on the 
surfaces, crystal faces which reflect light.
Vessel Walls: medium strong. Texture Core: 
medium to coarse. Fracture: slightly crumbling.
Surface Finish: exterior mainly unpolished and
frequently poorly smoothed,interior surface 
smudged and poorly polished, polishing marks vis
ible as radiate from center to rim of bowl.
Surface Color: exterior surface, gray to brown,
interior'surface, dark gray to black, rim and 
exterior just below rim frequently black. Form: 
shallow outcurved bowls only. Rim F orm: IA1 or "
IA2 (Colton and Hargrave classification, 1937, p.10) 

COMPARISONS: Rio de Flag Smudged, constructed b y
paddling and feldspar and quartz sand temper, con
sistently brownish exterior. Forestdale Smudged, 
no noticeable temper and exterior brown to red, 
fine polish. 1

1. Form used by Colton, H. S V, and Hargrave, L. L e, 1937, 
for descriptions is followed here.



RANGE: Petrified Forest region south to Forestdale,
Arizona.

REMARKS: probably ancestral to Forestdale Smudged and
therefore to all other Southwestern smudged types 
Associated with a polished brown and.a polished 
red both of which have the same temper and are 
related to Alma Plain and San Francisco; Red.



FORESTDALE SMDDGED
DESCRIBED BY: Haury,'in preparation. '• " "
NAMED BY: Gladwin, H .'S . Haury, E. W., Sayles, E. B.,

Gladwin, N., 1937, p. 215 •" :
TYPE SPECIMEN: Gila Pueblo, Globe, Arizona and

Forestdale collection of Arizona State Museum 
TYPE SITE: ARIZ:P:16:1 (Arizona State Museum Survey) •
STAGE: Basketmaker III, Pueblo I
TIME: Pre-700 A.D. to about 850 or*900 A.D.
DESCRIPTION: Construction: coiling. Fired: in oxidi

zing atmosphere in inverted position. Core: red-
brown to black. Temper: almost invisible under 
hand glass, quartz sand, not noticeable on"surfaces 
Vessel Walls: medium.^ Texture Core: fine. '
Fracture: “ crumbling. Surface Finish: exterior 
well smoothed, sometimes polished, interior smudged 
and highly burnished. Surface Color: interior is
a glossy black, exterior, brown to reddish, fre
quently fired clouded, rim and exterior just below 
rim black. Form: outcurved and hemispherical 
bowls. Rim Form: IA1 and IA2

COMPARISONS: "finer paste and interior burnish than 
any other smudged type, All later types prac
tically have a redder exterior and are often 
slipped and polished.

RANGE: White Mountaihs, Arizona is indigenous but
traded to the San Francisco Peaks on the west to 
the Rio Grande on the east to Snaketown on the 
south and at least to Mesa Verde on the north. 
Almost as'great a‘distribution as the later'Little 
Colorado type known as St, Johns Polychrome. 

REMARKS: Ancestral to or inspiration of all later
smudged types in the Southwest with the possible 
exception of Ramos Black. It is associated with 
a polished red type as are its descendants* 
Formerly included in the description of Woodruff 
Smudged.



SHOWLOW SMUDGED
DESCRIBED BT: "Mera,'1934; p. 1 2
NAMED BY: Mera, loc. cit. .
TYPE SPECIMEN: Laboratory of Anthropology
TYPE SITE; " "
STAGE: Pueblo II-III' '
TIME: ca. 900-1200 A.D.
DESCRIPTION: Construction: coiling. Fired: in an

" oxidizing atmosphere in an"inverted position*
Core: tan, brown to black. Temper: quartz
sand, just visible to eye. Vessel Walls: 
medium to strong. Texture Core: fine, Fracture:
crumbling to shattering. Surface Finish: interior 
burnished and smudged, exterior slipped and pol
ished, Surface Color: interior glossy black, 
exterior brownish red to red, rim and exterior 
just below rim frequently black. Form: mainly 
hemispherical bowls, Rim Forms: probably IA1
and IA2.

COMPARISONS: slightly coarser paste than Forestdale,
Smudged and slipped oh the exterior from"which it 
is derived through a gradual development, Mera 
says, "it is exceedingly difficult to describe 
the subtle changes that take place during a 

.continuous development and it may be, not only 
here but elsewhere in the Southwest, that many of 
these stages may have to be identified largely 
through their associations;" •

RANGE:t 'Petrified:Forest!Region,twest to.McDonald: on 
Canyon ahd'./south to.'.the White "Mountains.

REMARKS: this appears to be a direct descendant of
Forestdale Smudged,



LIHO SMUDGED, new type
NAMED BY: Colton
TYPE SPECIMENS: Sherd no. AT573 in Type Collection

of the Museum of Northern Arizona. Bowl in 
John, We the rill1 s collection at Kayenta, Arizona.

TYPE SITE: NA2586 and 2587.
STAGE: Late Basketmaker III
TIME: probably 750 to 850 A.D.
DESCRIPTION: Construction: coiling. Fired: in re

ducing atmosphere in inverted position over 
smouldering fuel. Core: grades from'white on
the exterior to black oh the interior; Temper: 
abundant medium to coarse quartz sand, conspicuous 
on exterior. Vessel Walls: medium strong. -
Texture Core : medium to coarse. Fracture:
crumbling. "Surface Finish: very:roughly finished
soraped, not siipped; ihterior however is smoothed 
fairly well and occasionally has polishing marks 
bn it. Surface Color: white 'to gray on the"
exterior, dull black interior. Forms: bowls. :
No Painted Decoration.

COMPARISONS f Like Lino Gray’s ave for the fairly well 
smoothed black interior,

RANGE: known only from the Tsegi and the Oraibi wash,
REMARKS: apparently is an'imitation of the much finer

oxidized smudged type. Forestdale Smudged. Only 
a few sherds and one whole vessel are known; 
evidently it was a short lived type in this one 
region.
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RESERVE PLAIN
SYNONYMS s Fillet Rim, 'Gladwin,"1934 
DESCRIBED BY: Nesbitt, 1938; p . 139
NAMED BY: Nesbitt, 1938, p p . 78, 97
ILLUSTRATIONS: Nesbitt, 1938> Plates 35, 36
TYPE SPECIMENS: Logan Museum, Beloit, Wisconsin.

Type Collection of the Museum of Northern Arizona. 
TYPE SITE: Starkweather, near Reserve, New Mexico.
STAGE: equivalent of Late Pueblo IIj Pueblo III.
TIME: probably about 1050 to 1200 A;D. .
DESCRIPTION: Construction: colling.. Fired: in an

oxidizing atmosphere, inverted position. Core: 
brown-gray to black. Temper: angular heterogeneous
material, mica and sand. ^Texture Core: medium to
fine. Fracture: shattering"or crumbling. ’Vessel
Walls: thin, medium to hard. Hardness: 4.
Surface finish: exterior well smoothed and y
occasionally polished, interior highly polished 
and smudged. Surface Color: interior glossy black,
exterior brown~to black, fire clouded occasionally; 
and also the rim and the exterior just below the 
rim are black. Decoration; often two or three 
coils left unobliterated just"below the rim, plain 
or indented called fillet rim. Form: hemispheri
cal- and out curved bowls , I seed bowl, few 11 oil as" . 
Rim Form: "probably IA3 and IA10. No Painted 
Decoration. " ' '

COMPARISONS'! more obvious temper and coarser paste 
than Fbrestdale Smudged.

RANGE: from the eastern portion of the White Mountains
east to the Tulafrosa Valley and southwest to 
include the Blue and parts, of the San Francisco 
rivers. Traded north to Chaco. '

REMARKS: probably a combination of Alma Plain and the
smudging technique of Forestdale Smudged. The 
fillet rim is unique to this portion of the 
Mogollon Rim.



RESERVE POLYCHROME
SYNONYMS: Fillet Rim,'Gladwin,'1934
DESCRIBED BY: Nesbitt, 1938; p. 139 •
NAMED BY: Nesbitt, 1938, ppi 78, 98
ILLUSTRATION: Nesbitt, 1938> Plate 37
TYPE SPECIMEN: Logan Museum, Beloit , Wisconsin.
TYPE SITE: Starkweather, near Reserve, New Mexico.
STAGE: Pueblo II-III ' ' '•
THVIE: probably about 1050 to 1150 AiD.
DESCRIPTION: Construction: coiling. Fired: "in an

oxidizing atmosphere- in inverted position.
Core: reddish brown to"black. Temper: fine
heterogeneous materials. Texture Core; fine to 
medlum• Vessel Walls: medium. Fracture:
crumbling." "Surface Finish: Interior highly
polished and smudged; exterior frequently two 
or three coils below the rim indented, rest of 
surface smooth and sometimes polished; white" 
painted design on exterior, rarely, interior. ; 
Design: solid stepped elements, and rectangular - 
lines'-rending ln-.key; encircling band just below 
rim and near bottom. Surface Color: interior
black, exterior reddish brown to black, rim* 
frequently black, decoration'ln white paint. 
Forms: bowls, hemispherical# Rim Form:
probably IA10 at least.

COMPARISONS.: McDonald Carrugated, only other known
type with white paint on exterior and smudged 
interior , and lacking red slip has whole exterior 
corrugated.

RANGE: probably "the same as Reserve" Plain.
REMARKS: the similiarity between the exteriors of

this, type, St. Johns Polychrome and McDonald 
Corrugated is to be noted.



UPPER GILA CORRUGATED
NAMED BY: Hough, 1914, Kidder, 1924 :
DESCRIBED BY: Hough, 1914, Kidder, 1924, Hawley, 1936,

. p. 53, Nesbitt, 1938, p. 139. '
ILLUSTRATIONS: Nesbitt, 1938, plates139, 40.
TYPE SPECIMENS: Logan Museum, Beloit, Wisconsin,

Arlzoha State Museum. '
TYPE SITE: Starkweather, near Reserve, New Mexico.
STAGE: Pueblo HI-IV. ' " ‘
TIME: probably 1100-1300 A,D.
DESCRIPTION: construction: colling. Fired: . In

oxidlz 3ng atmosphere• Core: red arid gray to .
black. Temper: abundant fine sand. Texture' :-
Core: medium to fine. Vessel Walls: medium, . 
cfa 5-6 mm. thick. Fracture: crumbling. r
Surface Finish: interior of bowls smudged and
polished; jars smoothed and occasionally polished. 
Exterior: bowls, fine corrugations and indenta-
tions ”t'b‘produce diagonal patterns, diamonds, or 
all over. Corrugations wider on jars, sometimes 
confined to neck and shoulders, hot patterned 
and occasionally incised. Surface Color: '\ 
interior of bowls black; jars brown.' Exteriors 
are reddish brown to black; frequently rims and 
exterior just/below rim blackened. Forms : bowls,
hemispherical, shallow butcurved, deep straight 
sided, flat bottoms; jars, all sizes, rim 
generally slightly flaring, occasionally handled, 
body and neck grade gradually into one another.
Rim Form: bowls probably IA3 and IIIA3. Jars
probably IC3 and IIIC3 : and IIIC1. "

COMPARISONS: Like McDonald Corrugated'which has
white painted designs on exterior, and Los Lunas 
Smudged which is almost indistinguishable* The 
chief difference is in r a n g e " •

RANGE:. Upper Gila River and its tributaries, Middle 
Gila. '

REMARKS:/These three similiar types show the diffi
culty of"distinguishing types without petrographic 
analysis.



LOS .LUMAS SMUDGED
DESCRIBED BY; ‘ Mera,'1935; p. 28; Hawley, 1936, p. 27. 
NAMED BY I Mera, loc^ olt '.
ILLUSTRATION; Mera, 1935, Plate XVI 
TYPE SPECIMENS: 'Laboratory of Anthropology 
TYPE SITE: L. A . "405
STAGE: Pueblo II-III ' '
TIME:; probably about 1050 to 1400 A;d .
DESCRIPTION: Construction: coiling. Fired: in*an

oxidizing atmosphere. Core: brown to black*
Temper: sandy, white crystalline inclusions and
whitish specks'abundant. Texture Core: s andy,
medium to f i n e Vessel Walls: about 5-6 mm thick
medium to soft. Fracture:" ̂ crumbling and friable. 
Surf ace Finish:' interior polished and smudged 
black';"" exterior, coils unobliterated. Only' 
narrow portion of coil surface left exposed, often 
rubbed to make even, sometimes those on lower 
portion of vesSel were rubbed smooth. Incised 

• or punctuated designs in the ribbed' coils,
vertical or diagonal patterns. Some regularly 
indented or bands of indented alternated with 
bands of plain ribbed coil. Slipping rare.
Surface Color: exterior brownish, interiors'
smudged black. Fqimns r bowls,'probably the same 
forms as Upper GiLa "Corrugated, : .

COMPARISONS: very close In all characteristics to
Upper Gila Corrugated.

RANGE: From the Rio San Jose and Puefco of the east 
south along the Rio Grande to Socorro, and west 
to Datil and Grants National Forests.

REMARKS: was formerly included under Upper Gila
Corrugated. It is the easternmost use of the . . 
combination of corrugation and smudging as 
practiced along" the Mogollon Rim* Associated 
with it is a Chaco-derived black-on-white 
called Socorro Bl ack-on-v/hite , and Wingate 
Black-on-red is intrusive.
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ILLUSTRATION: . •" . . ‘ ‘
TYPE.SPECIMENS: Laboratory of Anthropology

DESCRIPTION: Construction: coil-scraped. Fired: in
bxidlang'-5 ® i E p i W e « d  smbtherdd fire. Core: 
dark b r o m  to blacki Temper: * fine s and.

" Texture Core: 'medium 10 fine. Vessel Walla: ; 'm§m,p&Tshed,' and smudged. Surface Color: Black.
Forms: ' tall» elongated necked jars, glbbular '.
bowIW^ globular sLort necked jars^ and many 

• eccentric forms for tourist tradeV Decoration: 
recently; designs carved on exterior in band on

• V ?

: 1": ..shoulder,, or made b y . applying a dull paint over
W  polished Slip: so that the design is left; 
lull matte black against the polished black 

;. after f irihjg: '; /.Y;. -" ; ';:T Y v  ' : ■ ■ : ; .
COMPARISONS: csn'be distinguished by historic

: associations. : Also, it" is the only type with a 
, polished and smudged'exterior made in the South

west aside from Ramos Black of Chihuahua in the 
• 14001s. ' Y ; •... r--".Y"
RANGE: Santa Clara, San Juan, San.Ildefbnso, Santo
- ■ Domingo. Continued in use, in most of the Upper .’ 

Rio Grande villages well into the 20th century. 
REMARKS: V This type,; was preceded in the Rio Grande 
-..v"' villages by utility wares with smudged interior's, 

; and before that by Los Lunas Smudged.

IdS
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